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Abstract
This thesis presents novel design methodologies for integrated radiators and power generation at mm-wave
frequencies that are enabled by the continued integration of various electronic and electromagnetic (EM)
structures onto the same substrate. Beginning with the observation that transistors and their connections
to EM radiating structures on an integrated substrate are essentially free, the concept of multi-port driven
(MPD) radiators is introduced, which opens a vast design space that has been generally ignored due to the
cost structure associated with discrete components that favors fewer transistors connected to antennas through
a single port.
From Maxwell’s equations, a new antenna architecture, the radial MPD antennas based on the concept of
MPD radiators, is analyzed to gain intuition as to the important design parameters that explain the wide-band
nature of the antenna itself. The radiator is then designed and implemented at 160 GHz in a 0.13 µm SiGe
BiCMOS process, and the single element design has a measured effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of
+4.6 dBm with a total radiated power of 0.63 mW.
Next, the radial MPD radiator is adapted to enable dynamic polarization control (DPC). A DPC antenna
is capable of controlling its radiated polarization dynamically, and entirely electronically, with no mechani-
cal reconfiguration required. This can be done by having multiple antennas with different polarizations, or
within a single antenna that has multiple drive points, as in the case of the MPD radiator with DPC. This
radiator changes its polarization by adjusting the relative phase and amplitude of its multiple ports to produce
polarizations with any polarization angle, and a wide range of axial ratios. A 2x1 MPD radiator array with
DPC at 105 GHz is presented whose measurements show control of the polarization angle throughout the
entire 0◦ through 180◦ range while in the linear polarization mode and maintaining axial ratios above 10 dB
in all cases. Control of the axial ratio is also demonstrated with a measured range from 2.4 dB through 14
dB, while maintaining a fixed polarization angle. The radiator itself has a measured maximum EIRP of +7.8
dBm, with a total radiated power of 0.9 mW, and is capable of beam steering.
MPD radiators were also applied in the domain of integrated silicon photonics. For these designs, the
driver transistor circuitry was replaced with silicon optical waveguides and photodiodes to produce a 350
GHz signal. Three of these optical MPD radiator designs have been implemented as 2x2 arrays at 350
GHz. The first is a beam forming array that has a simulated gain of 12.1 dBi with a simulated EIRP of -2
dBm. The second has the same simulated performance, but includes optical phase modulators that enable
xtwo-dimensional beam steering. Finally, a third design incorporates multi-antenna DPC by combining the
outputs of both left and right handed circularly polarized MPD antennas to produce a linear polarization with
controllable polarization angle, and has a simulated gain of 11.9 dBi and EIRP of -3 dBm. In simulation,
it can tune the polarization from 0◦ through 180◦ while maintaining a radiated power that has a 0.35 dB
maximum deviation from the mean.
The reliability of mm-wave radiators and power amplifiers was also investigated, and two self-healing
systems have been proposed. Self-healing is a global feedback method where integrated sensors detect the
performance of the circuit after fabrication and report that data to a digital control algorithm. The algorithm
then is capable of setting actuators that can control the performance of the mm-wave circuit and counteract
any performance degradation that is observed by the sensors. The first system is for a MPD radiator array
with a partially integrated self-healing system. The self-healing MPD radiator senses substrate modes through
substrate mode pickup sensors and infers the far-field radiated pattern from those sensors. DC current sensors
are also included to determine the DC power consumption of the system. Actuators are implemented in the
form of phase and amplitude control of the multiple drive points.
The second self-healing system is a fully integrated self-healing power amplifier (PA) at 28 GHz. This
system measures the output power, gain and efficiency of the PA using radio frequency (RF) power sensors,
DC current sensors and junction temperature sensors. The digital block is synthesized from VHDL code
on-chip and it can actuate the output power combining matching network using tunable transmission line
stubs, as well as the DC operating point of the amplifying transistors through bias control. Measurements
of 20 chips confirm self-healing for two different algorithms for process variation and transistor mismatch,
while measurements from 10 chips show healing for load impedance mismatch, and linearity healing. Laser
induced partial and total transistor failure show the benefit of self-healing in the case of catastrophic failure,
with improvements of up to 3.9 dB over the default case. An exemplary yield specification shows self-healing
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Introduction
Wireless electromagnetic (EM) radiation affects almost all aspects of human life. From low frequency radio
waves used to broadcast content to remote locations, to optical light that allows us to see the word around us,
to the high end of the spectrum and waves like X-rays that can be used to see through biological tissue and help
diagnose injuries, EM radiation is used in innumerable applications. At low radio wave frequencies, large
passive antennas are used to radiate EM energy. The size of these antennas is proportional to the wavelength
of the radiated wave, so as the frequency of the radiation increases, the size of the antenna decreases. In the
high mm-wave and THz frequency range, the size of these antennas become on the order of millimeters, and
even microns, and the integration of these antennas onto an integrated circuit substrate becomes feasible. As
the dimensions of the antenna became lower than that of the substrate, the tendency has been to take existing
antenna designs that were optimized under the constraints of discreet design and to implement them on-chip.
However, integration of antennas on chip is not trivial, as the affect of having a lossy substrate with high
dielectric constant forces design tradeoffs that until recently resulted in antenna efficiencies that were too low
to be widely utilized, and many of the assumptions used to optimize discreet antennas are no longer valid in
an integrated setting.
Our main research interest lies in increasing the level of integration of antennas and developing new
architectures and design methodologies that take advantage of the new possibilities that arise when an antenna
is integrated onto the same substrate as its driver circuitry. However, as the frequency increases toward the
fmax of the transistor, or the maximum frequency where small signal power gain can occur, the ability of the
driver circuitry to create power, and the ability of the antennas to radiate that power diminishes. These two
limitations, efficient antennas and power generation, limit the upper frequency that can be produced by mm-
wave devices. This thesis advances the state of the art in both categories, by utilizing available integration
techniques with a holistic design strategy that considers antenna, electromagnetic and circuit designs together
in a single design space, rather than isolating them and designing their components separately.
For the purposes of this work, we will refer to an antenna as the passive structure that when driven by one
or more driving sources, radiates electromagnetic fields. We will refer to a radiator as the combined unit of an
antenna along with the driving sources. A key insight into the benefit of integrating the entire radiator on chip
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comes from an examination of the cost structure of an integrated circuit, and how it differs from a discreet de-
sign. In discreet designs, every single component, and especially the transistors, are expensive. Connections
between components are likewise expensive, both in terms of monetary cost as well as performance cost, and
thus, the total number of transistors and connections between those transistors should be kept to a minimum
to keep performance high and costs low. However, in an integrated environment, this entire design paradigm
is completely false, as the cost of the chip is determined solely by its area, and because for mm-wave circuits,
the passive structures dominate the area, so the incremental cost of a transistor is, for all intents and purposes,
free. Connections between the transistors are also free, so a single connection between the driver circuits and
the radiating antennas is no longer necessary or optimal. This realization opens up an entirely new design
space that is largely unexplored. Much of the design intuition about antenna design inherently relies on the
antenna having a single port, so an examination of this new design space from basic principles is required.
Another benefit of having essentially free transistors available on-chip is the vast digital computational
power that can be utilized. As the industry moves to smaller and smaller device nodes, the minimum dimen-
sions approach atomic levels, and thus a few atoms of variation can cause severe performance degradation to
the analog circuit. By using this digital computational power, process variations that cause the performance
of different transistors to act differently can be combated by implementing a type of immune system on the
chip. This system, known as self-healing, creates a feedback path that first senses the performance on the
analog circuit, converts it to the digital domain, calculates a better state for the circuit to operate in, and then
sends that state to actuators that are capable of adjusting the variables of importance after the chip has been
fabricated. While this method can be used for any analog circuits in any process capable of digital computa-
tion, it really begins to become necessary for designs high in the mm-wave range on small feature size CMOS
processes.
This thesis explores several designs that take advantage of both of these observations to increase the
performance and reliability of integrated radiators and power generation blocks.
1.1 Contributions
• The design methodology of Multi-Port Driven (MPD) radiators as a way to improve the performance
of integrated radiators and several novel radiating structures designed for use on an integrated circuit
as examples of this approach. The radiators are designed using a holistic approach that combines
the antenna, electromagnetic, and circuit design into a single process. This enables the removal of
several lossy blocks that degrade performance including impedance matching, power transfer, and
power combining, by designing the current patterns on the antenna to, not only radiate efficiently, but
also to present the optimal impedance directly to the input drivers at multiple ports. Several proof-of-
concept versions of the MPD were designed and fabricated, adding functionality to such self-healing,
as well as an optically driven version.
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• Dynamic Polarization Control (DPC) as a technique to control the polarization of the field radiated from
an antenna or an array of antennas entirely electronically, with an exemplary DPC radiator offered as a
proof-of-concept.
• Self-healing mm-wave circuits for increased reliability and performance, with examples shown both as
a means to improve the radiation of an MPD radiator, and as a means to improve the performance and
yield of a mm-wave power amplifier.
• Specifically, some of the highlights that resulted from designs created and demonstrated while research-
ing these three concepts include:
– A 160 GHz radial MPD radiator with a measured 4.6 dBm effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) and -2 dBm total radiated power,
– The first integrated radiator with dynamic polarization control, a 105.5 GHz 2x1 MPD radiator
array with dynamic polarization control, that in linear polarization mode achieves a measured
polarization angle tuning from 0◦ through 180◦ while maintaining an axial ratio of greater than
10 dB, and when tuning the axial ratio, can maintain a specified polarization angle while tuning
the axial ratio from 2.4 dB to 14dB with beam steering while supplying a measured 7.8 dBm
EIRP and a total radiated power of 0.9 mW, the highest demonstrated total radiated power and
EIRP per element of any integrated radiator in silicon without external modifications,
– The design and simulation of a self-healing MPD radiator that is capable of detecting its perfor-
mance on chip, and controlling actuators to correct for any performance degradation,
– The design and simulation of an optically driven MPD radiator array at 350 GHz capable of beam
steering or dynamic polarization control with a simulated EIRP of -2 dBm,
– A fully integrated self-healing power amplifier at 28 GHz that is capable of healing for process
variation, transistor mismatch, load impedance mismatch, and even partial and total transistor
failure, with measurements from 20 chips showing the robustness of the system, and a yield
improvement from 0% to 80%.
1.2 Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. A review of the achievements and challenges associated with mm-wave
radiation and power generation is presented in Chapter 2. After that, Chapter 3 introduces the concept of MPD
radiators, where numerous driver stages work in unison to excite a MPD antenna and combine impedance
matching, power transfer, and power combining into a single radiating element. An analysis of the operation
of a radial MPD is given and the design, implementation and measurement of an MPD radiator operating at
160 GHz is presented. Chapter 4 expands the utility of MPD antennas by incorporating dynamic polarization
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control (DPC) and modulation into the MPD radiator. With DPC, the polarization of the MPD antenna is
dynamically controlled, which means that it can change its polarization to deliver a polarization matched
wave to any receive antenna, regardless of its own polarization or orientation in space.
A version of the MPD radiator that utilizes self-healing as a way to improve the robustness of the radiator
is discussed in Chapter 6. The self-healing system uses substrate mode pickup sensors to infer the far field
radiation, and DC current sensors to sense the DC power consumption to determine the performance of the
radiator after it has been fabricated. This data is sent to an integrated micro-processor that in turn can control
amplitude and phase actuators to correct for any performance degradation caused by process or environmental
variations that is within the actuation space of the radiator. Next, Chapter 5 takes the idea of the MPD antenna,
and replaces its driver circuitry with photonics components, using the beat frequency of two lasers to produce
THz power that is then radiated from the MPD antenna on an integrated photonics process.
Chapters 3 through 5 deal with integrated radiators; specifically different implementations and applica-
tions of the MPD Radiator. Chapter 7 instead looks specifically at power generation, and the degradation due
to process and environmental variation that is observed at mm-wave frequencies. An in-depth look at self-
healing as a means to correct for that degradation is given, and a fully integrated self-healing power amplifier
at 28 GHz is presented, including measurements of up to 20 chips showing performance improvement across
the lot.
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Chapter 2
On-Chip Radiation and Power
Generation from mm-Wave Integrated
Circuits
2.1 Efficient Radiation from an On-Chip Antenna
Efficient radiation is a key component of an effective wireless system, whether it is being used for communi-
cation and data transfer, or for imaging or ranging applications. Traditionally at frequencies below mm-wave,
after the final transistor stages of a radio frequency (RF) transmitter, the generated RF power is taken off chip
and fed into a discreet antenna. As antennas are required to be at least around one half of a wavelength (λ)
for efficient radiation [1], the size of the antenna scales proportionally to the wavelength, and at mm-wave
frequencies, the antenna size becomes comparable to the size of the integrated circuit (IC) driving it. This
opens up the possibility of further increasing the integration of the system by integrating the antenna itself
on-chip.
On-chip antennas have been investigated for several decades as a way to increase the integration level of
transmitter and receiver systems in ICs. [2–11].
One of the main reasons that the efficiency of on-chip antennas suffers is due to coupling to surface modes
in the substrate, a phenomenon that has been studied extensively [12–17]. These on-chip antennas are sitting
at the interface between the air on the top, and a lossy dielectric substrate with dielectric constant higher than
air, which draws most of the power initially down into the substrate (Figure 2.1).
The antenna will excite different modes in the substrate depending on the thickness of the substrate, the
frequency of radiation, and the configuration of the antenna itself. The plot on the right of Figure 2.1 shows
the various modes that get excited by a dipole antenna as the ratio of the substrate thickness to the wavelength
is increased. It is important to note that while these values are specifically for the dipole antenna, they show
a general trend of exciting modes once the thickness of the substrate is above the cutoff for that mode in the
substrate.
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Figure 2.1: Depiction of electromagnetic rays reflecting and refracting within a substrate, and the surface
modes excited by a dipole for different substrate thicknesses from [12].
Various solutions that involve expensive post-processing have been offered to disrupt these substrate
modes. One way to combat this loss is to mount the chip on top of a silicon lens [5, 18, 19]. The silicon
lens disrupts the substrate modes in the area of the chip, and causes the EM waves to hit a normal surface
regardless of the angle they are traveling within the lens, minimizing the amount of reflection and also power
lost to substrate modes, as seen in Figure 2.2. While these lenses are effective in coupling radiation out from
the substrate into free space, they are bulky and expensive, and a solution that does not require this type of
external modification is desired.
Another method of minimizing the substrate mode loss is through the use of a supersaturate [9]. This
supersaturate is a high dielectric constant slab that is placed on top of the IC, (Figure 2.3). Some versions of
this design [20] print an antenna on top of the superstrate as well. The radio frequency (RF) power is coupled
to the antennas through feeds on the chip, and because of the high dielectric constant of the substrate, and the
near-field nature of the coupling, more of the power is coupled up and radiated out from there. This is also an
effective way of improving radiation efficiency, but again uses the expensive post-processing techniques that
are involved with printing the antenna onto the dielectric supersatrate, aligning the superstrate on the IC, and
attaching it, and thus a solution without post-processing is still desired.
Both of these solutions require the addition of a secondary dielectric that either must be machined pre-
cisely in the case of the silicon lens, or requires careful alignment and another lithographic step to print the
antennas on top in the case of the superstrate. An integrated solution, that utilizes the options available di-
rectly on a standard IC process, with minimal, if any, post-processing would significantly reduce the cost of
mm-wave radiating systems.
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Figure 2.2: Operation of a silicon lens to minimize substrate waves and to radiate the highest power down
through the bottom of the substrate from [5].
Figure 2.3: 3-dimensional depiction of the use of a dielectric superstrate (quartz in this case) to couple
electromagnetic power up from the metal stack to antennas printed on top of the superstrate from [9].
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In some cases, as antennas have been integrated onto the substrate, the types of antennas that were op-
timized in the discreet domain were ported, often with little modification to the general operation of the
antenna. Dipole antennas are common [4, 5], as shown in Figure 2.4, as are patch antennas [6], seen in Fig-
ure 2.5, as they offer simple design and implementation. Slot based antennas [3, 7] are implemented to take
advantage of the planer fabrication technologies that these processes offer. However these antennas usually
suffer from low radiation efficiency, and still often require matching networks to match the input impedance
of the antennas to the impedance, lowering the efficiency further.
Figure 2.4: Radiation scheme showing silicon lens, block diagram and die photo from [5].
Figure 2.5: 3-dimensional rendering of the patch antenna, and the die photo from [6].
One must note that there is nothing fundamental at the levels of substrate modes excited in Figure 2.1,
and it has been shown that careful engineering of the currents on the surface of the substrate can cancel out
most of the substrate modes to the first order [21]. This means that extreme care must be given to both the
ability of the on-chip antenna to radiate, but also to not couple heavily into substrate modes, decreasing the
efficiency.
An analysis of current waves on a plane in free space is given in Appendix A, where the relationship
between the currents on that plane and the radiated electric field in the direction broadside to the current
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This equation shows that to maximize the broadside radiation from a set of currents on a plane, as is the
case of an on-chip antenna, the integration of the currents on that plane should be maximized. This means that
the currents should be engineered in such a way that at any instant, most of the current is facing in relatively
the same direction, and thus when integrated, add constructively. Signal currents will form mirror currents
when near a ground plane [22], so to create effective radiation from the on-chip antenna, the ground metals as
well as the signal lines must be engineered so that both the signal current paths as well as the return ground
current paths integrate constructively.
The mm-wave frequency range is where on-chip antennas begin to become viable, as efficient antennas
require an aperture roughly half a wavelength in diameter [23, 24], which means that antennas at frequencies
lower than mm-wave are too large to integrate on all but the largest IC substrates. If the size of an IC is on
the order of millimeters, then the frequency where integrating antennas onto an IC substrate becomes feasible
is on the order of tens of GHz. This means that in order for these integrated antennas to be truly useful, the
process needs to be able to support efficient power generation at these frequencies.
Due to advances in fabrication processes, and the continual reduction in minimum feature size of tran-
sistors in silicon integrated processes driven by Moore’s law, power generation at mm-wave frequencies in
standard silicon processes has been shown to be reliable and efficient [4, 5, 25–32]. The ability to create RF
power at mm-wave frequencies in standard, reliable, and relatively inexpensive processes has led to investi-
gations into integrating antennas onto IC substrates.
2.2 State of the Art in On-Chip Integrated Radiators
This section will briefly look into five of the state of the art integrated radiators with on-chip antennas and
without external modification.
In [33–36], the distributed active radiator (DAR) is presented. The DAR consists of a traveling wave
oscillator, where the signal line is arranged in a figure-8 fashion that keeps differential pairs of transistors
near each other (Figure 2.6). At the fundamental frequency of oscillation, this also means that differential
signals are always traveling next to each other on the two signal lines, acting as a differential transmission
line, and thus the fundamental frequency has minimal radiation. If these transistors are driven hard into their
nonlinear regions, a second harmonic signal is also produced, which is in phase for each differential pair.
This means that currents on the two signal lines will be going in the same direction at any instant and thus
will radiate effectively. Coupling to substrate modes is also kept to a minimum by the placement of several
of the DAR structures in an array in such a way that the substrate modes from various radiators cancel each
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other out. Several versions of the DAR have been published, culminating in a 4x4 array at 280 GHz. This
array achieves a +9.5 dBm effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) with total radiated power of 190 µW,
and demonstrates beam steering of 80◦. The DAR is a self-oscillating radiating structure, which means that
the reactive elements that determine the frequency of oscillation (the tank) are also the same elements used
to radiate. This means that there is a danger of the DAR picking up signals that are near in frequency and
injecting those signals back into the oscillator, which might pull, or in the worst case lock, the radiator to an
undesired frequency. This concern can be alleviated by designing radiators that are driven unilaterally, where
the reactive elements that determine the oscillation are separated from the radiating elements by unilateral
amplification stages, ensuring that any external signals do not get coupled into the tank of the oscillators.
Figure 2.6: Conceptual depiction of a single distributed active radiator (DAR), and the block diagram of the
4x4 DAR phased array from [34].
In [37], a 210 transceiver is implemented using a 2x2 array of dipole antennas (Figure 2.7) in 32 nm
CMOS SOI. The transmitter is made up of a 210 GHz VCO whose output can be modulated with on-off
keying (OOK). The signal is amplified and split into 4 and is amplified again before being sent into the
antennas. This work achieves a 5.13 dBm EIRP, with a saturated power amplifier (PA) power of 4.6 dBm
per PA, or 10.6 dBm for the system. This leads to an antenna gain from the output of the PA to the far field
electric field of -5.47 dBi, which means there is still significant room for improvement in the performance of
the antennas.
In [8], an array of 4 leaky wave antennas are used both as receive as well as transmit antennas at 260 GHz
(Figure 2.8). The leaky wave antennas are implemented as microstrip transmission lines with a bottom ground
plane that is still above the silicon substrate, shielding the signal from the lossy substrate and preventing
surface modes from being excited. However this type of arrangement means that mirror return currents will
appear in the bottom ground plane and will cancel out a significant portion of the radiation. This means that
very large currents are required to get a reasonable total radiated power, which often leads to lower antenna
efficiency, as the metal losses at 260 GHz on integrated processes are often quite high. This can be seen in
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram of the transmitter and receiver, and the die photo of the transmitter showing the
radiator array from [37].
this work, as the PA provides +13 dBm of output power, and the reported EIRP is +5 dBm at 260 GHz, which
means that the antenna gain from the output of the PA to the far field is -8 dBi. The total radiated power is not
reported. This work also focuses on non-coherent (OOK) modulation to create a wireless fatal-link over a 40
mm range at 14 Gb/s. The leaky wave antennas are also 1250 µm long, which at 260 GHz is more than one
wavelength in air, which means that compared to their wavelength, these antennas require a large footprint,
and thus become very costly.
Figure 2.8: 3-dimensional depiction of the four leaky wave transmission line antennas, their use for both
transmitter and receiver, and a die photo showing the transceiver from [8].
In [38], tapered dipoles are used for both the transmit and receive antennas in a transceiver at 164 GHz
(Figure 2.9). The radiation was picked up by a standard RF probe hovering over the top of the chip. Because
the antenna properties of the probe were never measured, no standardized metrics of the radiator performance
are presented. The polarization of the probe being used as an antenna is also not discussed, which means that
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comparisons between different antennas measured in this setup may be due to the performance of the antenna
itself, or possibly due to better polarization matching between some of the antennas and the probe. Another
concern is that the probe is likely located in the near field of the on-chip dipole, which means that the near-
field coupling between the probe and dipole may not only be interfering with the radiation of the dipole, but
also may be changing its input impedance, which affects the output power of the driver PA. Still this setup is
able to confirm that the chip is capable of radiating some power at 164 GHz.
Figure 2.9: Block diagram of the transceiver and die photo showing transmit and receive antennas from [38].
2.3 Performance Degradation due to Process and Environmental Vari-
ation
Another important consideration that is critical for robust design of mm-wave circuits is process and environ-
mental variation. The rise of digital computation and personal computing has led to continual advances in
semiconductor technologies at an exponential pace, following Moore’s Law. In each successive processing
node, the minimum feature size decreases, improving performance, but also bringing some tradeoffs in terms
of variation both between chips as well as between transistors on the same chip [39, 40, 40, 41]. One major
source of this variation is random dopant fluctuations (RDF) in the channel of a transistor [42, 43]. A typical
130 nm CMOS process will have several hundreds of dopant atoms in the channel region. In contrast in a 32
nm process, only a few tens of dopants control important transistor characteristics like threshold voltage, etc.
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A second source of variation is line-width control in these advanced processes. Line edge roughness (LER)
caused by lithographic and etching steps directly impact the overlap capacitances as well as other device


























Figure 2.10: (a) Two main sources of variation in a MOSFET, and (b) threshold voltage variation over tech-
nology node [39].
Figure 2.10 shows how threshold voltage variations scale with process technology nodes [39]. As can
be seen, the variation is much more manageable at larger nodes, and the variation is expected to continue
to increase at smaller nodes as the total number of dopant atoms as well as the channel length reduces even
further [45]. If the variation can be dealt with, however, the smaller transistors can enable new applications
for mm-wave power generation, enabling transmitters and amplifiers at higher frequencies, powers, and ef-
ficiencies. Another issue that analog designers face is that due to the digital processing market being the
driving force pushing the scaling, the models provided by the foundries early in the node’s development stage
are primarily designed for digital use, and are often not reliable at mm-wave frequencies.
In addition to these static sources of variation, dynamic temperature variations across the same die can
give rise to varying sub-threshold leakage and supply voltage variations, thereby directly affecting overall
system performance. Variability in operating environment of power generation systems can adversely affect
their performance. This comes in the form of temperature variation, degradation due to aging [46], and in
the case of power amplifiers that are driving antennas, load impedance mismatch caused by voltage standing
wave ratio (VSWR) events [47, 48] that occur when objects in the environment interact in the near field of
the antenna as can be seen in Figure 2.11. Dealing with this issue is critical especially when the amplifiers
are in a phased array, as interactions between antennas can allow signals from other elements in the array to
couple back through the antenna [4, 5, 49–52]. Power amplifiers are generally tuned to provide the optimal
output power at maximum efficiency for a designed load, so when that load changes, the performance drops,
and in extreme cases, can damage the chip if care is not taken to ensure breakdown voltages are not exceeded
for any expected VSWR events.
Self-healing is a method that can mitigate these issues by identifying any degradation and modifying the
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Figure 2.11: (a) Output power variation with voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) magnitude for a fixed
phase, and (b) variation with phase variation for a fixed VSWR magnitude for one design of a mm-wave
power amplifier (PA) [53].
circuit to improve its performance post-fabrication with minimum overhead by incorporating a feedback loop
into the system that takes advantage of the very low cost of digital processing available in these advanced
processes.
2.4 Current Technology in Adaptive and Self-Healing Circuits
Self-healing mm-wave systems are just starting to become feasible, and while there is not a large body of
previous work to refer to, a few other works have been published, two of which will be briefly summarized
below.
In [54], partially integrated self-healing was used to detect and correct for spurious tones in an 8-12 GHZ
synthesizer (Figure 2.12). The spurious tones were detected using the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO).
Control voltage sensors sampled the voltage digitally using a digital signal processing (DSP) unit. The system
was corrected using actuators in the form of a periodic correction signal that counteracts any deviation in the
VCO control using narrow, digitally generated pulses. This work integrated the sensors and actuators on-chip,
but an off-chip DSP was used to control the system. The system achieved a fundamental spur reduction of 10
dB over the frequency range, with a total spurious power reduction of 20 dB at 10.4 GHz.
In [55], a 60 GHz self-healing radio-on-a-chip is presented (Figure 2.13). This system uses envelope
variation, power level, and temperature sensors to determine transmitter performance when the self-healing
controller produces test tones at various programmable frequencies and amplitudes. The PA has actuators
in the form of bias tuning, and there are also actuators for in-phase/quadrature (IQ) correction, allowing
adjustment of IQ DC offset, IQ phase, and IQ relative amplitude. The receiver can be healed by connecting
the known output of the envelope sensor to the input of the receiver chain, and adjusting the bias levels within
the low noise amplifier (LNA) to optimize noise figure. [56,57] describes the operation of the actuated PA in
more detail.
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Figure 2.12: Block diagram of the self-healing synthesizer to suppress spurious tones, and the die photo of
its implementation from [54].
Figure 2.13: Block diagram of the transmitter half of the self-healing system, and the die photo of the entire
self-healing transceiver from [55].
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Similar adaptive circuits schemes include built-in self-test (BIST). BIST enables an IC to test itself to
identify process variation and mismatch occurring on an IC and to correct the circuit for it in a similar way
to self-healing. While there may be some semantic debate about where BIST ends and self-healing begins,
for the purposes of this work we consider BIST to be a test that is run once when the chip is first turned on
to deal with inherent variation from fabrication, and self-healing to be a more generic method that includes
an algorithm that can be run anytime the performance is suffering and can heal not just for fabrication error,
but also for environmental variation, and other time-dependent sources of performance degradation. Some
examples of mm-wave BIST include [58–61].




Transistor scaling in advanced silicon processes continues to enable designers to push the boundaries of high
frequency designs in silicon integrated circuits (ICs). Recently, advancements in mm-wave power generation
have shown that these processes can be used to create power in mm-wave up to low THz frequencies [26,
29, 51–53, 62–66]. However, once the power is created on the chip, it still needs to be efficiently transferred
off chip to be useful in the real world. Above 100 GHz, traditional methods of power transfer such as
wire-bonding and flip chip are often unreliable and highly lossy [67, 68]. If the power can be extracted
efficiently from the ICs, low cost solutions for applications ranging from imaging [11, 69] for biomedical
cancer detection or security to high bandwidth point-to-point communications [8, 37] can become feasible.
Traditionally, electromagnetic radiation at radio frequency (RF) and mm-wave frequencies is produced
using a transmitter, with separately designed blocks for signal generation, power amplification, impedance
matching, and power transfer, and an antenna that is connected to the transmitter through a single port (Figure
3.1a) [4, 38, 70, 71]. In the nomenclature for this paper, we will refer to an antenna as the passive device that
radiates electromagnetic fields when it is driven, and a radiator as the combination of an antenna and its driver
circuitry. This traditional block-by-block single-port design is the result of an optimization of the costs of
these radiators when the antenna and transmitter driver circuitry blocks were discreet components. In the
discreet case, individual transistors are expensive, and physically connecting the blocks with more than one
port is similarly expensive. As antennas began to be integrated onto the same substrate as their supporting
circuitry [5–7, 9, 10, 33, 34], this traditional design methodology has often continued to be used. Integrating
the antenna onto the substrate eliminates the need for other power transfer methods to get the power off
chip, however, the design strategies of integrated antennas need to be reevaluated, as the cost analysis of the
integrated design is vastly different than that of the discreet design. For integrated radiators the cost of the
radiator is dominated by the area of the design.
At high mm-wave frequencies, the size of the antennas (often around one half of the wavelength) is
small enough to affordably fit on an integrated circuit substrate, but is still large compared to the individual













Figure 3.1: (a) Traditional single port radiator with lossy matching networks and independent design of
individual blocks, and (b) proposed multi-port driven (MPD) radiator design methodology for integrated
radiation where drivers directly feed multiple ports of the antenna.
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transistors. The frequency for the radiators, as well as the number of antenna elements if the radiator is to
be an array will then primarily determine the size of the IC and thus its cost. This means that transistors
have become essentially free in these designs and can be placed anywhere they are useful [72]. Also, as
long as metal density requirements are met, connections between transistors and the antenna are also free,
and thus the antenna can be driven from any point where it is useful from a radiation standpoint. This opens
up an entire design space of multi-port driven (MPD) radiators that is often ignored in traditional single
port antenna design. By using a hybrid-design methodology of the drivers and integrated antennas with
multiple drive ports, the driver circuitry can be placed closer to the radiating elements by eliminating many
of the lossy blocks including power-combining networks, output-impedance matching networks, and off-chip
power transfer elements such as wire bonds or flip chip (Figure 3.1b). There is still a tradeoff however, as
integrated antennas can suffer from increased metal losses compared to discreet antennas, and can encounter
losses associated with their proximity to the lossy substrate. As frequencies increase, and wavelengths get
shorter, the losses associated with impedance matching and off-chip power transfer go up, while the losses
associated with radiating on top of a lossy substrate and the area cost of that IC go down, making integrated
radiators a cost effective solution at high frequencies.
Section 3.2 investigates MPD antenna design, proposes an architecture for such an MPD antenna, and
presents an analysis of its free-space broadside radiation. Section 3.3 covers the electromagnetic simulation
and design of the MPD antenna, and Section 3.4 covers the design of the driver circuitry. The top-level
radiator design and simulations are explained in Section 3.5, with measurements of the chip presented in
Section 3.6. A slot based MPD design is covered in Section 3.7, followed by a differentially driven linear
radiator design in Section 3.8 and finally concluding remarks are given in Section 3.9.
3.2 Multi-Port Driven Antenna Architecture and Analysis
Much of the intuition designers have for the limits of antenna design comes from theories that assume single
port design. One feature of MPD design that alleviates a common issue with single port designs is creating
efficient antennas with low input impedance. While it is often true for a single port design that the radiation
resistance, and thus the input impedance, needs to be high for a single port design, by utilizing multiple ports
intelligently, virtual short circuits can enable low impedance designs with high efficiencies, as the currents
from various ports can be engineered to add up without increasing the voltages seen at the ports. This can
often be seen through a superposition of the various drive ports, and is important for integrated radiators as the
voltage breakdown of the transistors within the power amplifier stages limit the peak voltage, which means
that current must be increased for high power designs, and the optimal output impedance decreases [53, 73].
Another advantage of MPD design is the ability for the antenna itself to do power combining. For high
power, single port power amplifiers, the signal is often divided, amplified, and then combined together [63].
The power combining stage occurs after the final output transistors, and thus any loss in that stage can signif-
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icantly degrade the output power and efficiency. Using MPD design, the power combiner stage is absorbed
into the antenna itself, so the currents produced by the various driver stages begin to radiate immediately after
being produced by the transistors, and the power is combined quasi-optically in the air due to the integration
of the currents around the antenna adding up coherently.
Taken to their limit, multi-port driven antennas can create any physically realizable current pattern on
the plane by injecting currents wherever they are needed around the antenna, something that is often not
feasible or even possible with a single port design. In this MPD inverse design approach, the current pattern
is first determined by the desired far-field radiated pattern. The MPD antenna and its driver circuitry are then
designed to produce the desired current.
For the purpose of gaining MPD design intuition, an analysis of a radial MPD antenna in free space is
presented from basic electromagnetic equations. To keep the solution simple enough to gain this intuition,
only the broadside radiation of the antenna is considered. The behavior of the radiation pattern in non-
broadside directions is then studied through electromagnetic simulations in Section 3.3.
3.2.1 Broadside, Far-Field Radiation From Currents on a Plane
The analysis will start from the time-harmonic equations for electric field and magnetic vector potential in a
uniform, isotropic, linear medium in the far field in spherical coordinates that is derived in Appendix A that
follows the derivation in [1],











which can be derived from Maxwell’s equations.
If the current densities to be considered are all contained within wires, as is the case for the MPD antenna,
the volumetric integral becomes a line integral. Also, because the currents are all in a finite area on the same
plane, the observation distance r = R0 is constant from all currents to the far-field radiation observation point









The currents are all in the plane perpendicular to r, Ar(θ, φ) = 0, making
A = Aθ(θ, φ)uˆθ +Aφ(θ, φ)uˆφ. (3.4)
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that can be used to solve the broadside far-field electric field produced by any given current distribution on a
plane.
3.2.2 Multi-Port Driven Antenna Architectures
The result of (3.5) is that in order to maximize the far-field electric field at any instant, the integration of
the currents on the plane need to be maximized. This is accomplished by having the currents on the plane
pointed roughly in the same direction at any given instant, and is why a transmission line, where the ground
current is opposite of the signal current, does not radiate, while a dipole, where the currents in both halves of
the antenna are pointed in the same direction, does.
One example of an effective way to create currents that integrate coherently and radiate effectively in the
signal lines is to create a traveling wave current around an unbroken ring that is around a wavelength (λ) in
circumference, causing a phase change due to delay along the line of pi as the wave travels half way around
the ring, as well as a rotation of the current’s direction in space of pi due to the curvature of the ring. There
are then two current maximums at any instant on opposite sides of the ring that point in the same direction,
and rotate around the ring over time, as shown in Figure 3.2.
The maximum currents being pointed in the same direction at any instant create an effective radiating
structure. However, the structure needs to be driven, and return ground currents of those drivers also need
to be considered and engineered such that the integration of the return currents do not cancel out that of the
signal currents. For this design, driver amplifiers inject power into the ring at evenly spaced points around
the ring and at evenly spaced phases, exciting the traveling wave on the ring. The return currents are routed
through ground lines that connect the input ports back to the center of the antenna. Taking the nomenclature
of the bicycle wheel, these lines will be referred to as the ground ’spokes’, as shown in Figure 3.3. Due to
the symmetry of the problem, a virtual short circuit is expected at the origin, which creates standing current
waves on the ground spokes. If a configuration can be found that makes the integration of the ring and spoke
currents add up coherently, both currents will contribute to the overall radiated electromagnetic field. The
goal of the rest of the analysis is to determine the conditions to make this possible.
Two assumptions are required for the analysis. The first is that the current pattern of a wire that is
terminated with a virtual short circuit will have a sinusoidal current standing wave similar to a transmission
line terminated with a short circuit. This is an approximation similar to the complement assumption about
wires that have open circuits at one end that is often used in the analysis line antennas such as the dipole [1].
Higher accuracy can be achieved by modeling the current similar to a lossy transmission line by taking into
account loss due to metal attenuation as well as power delivered through radiation, but there is minimal effect
to the current patterns, and the simplicity of the equations are then lost. The second assumption is that there
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Instantaneous current distribution for the traveling current wave around the ring for four phases:
(a) 0o, (b) 90o, (c) 180o, and (d) 270o, where the integrated current vector depicted as the dashed arrow shows
maximum currents on ring pointing in the same direction for all phases.













Figure 3.3: Proposed MPD antenna architecture showing ring and ground spokes with an overlay of the
expected radiated beam, as well as design variables g and N . For this design there are 4 spokes so N = 4.
is no coupling between the different spokes or between the spokes and the ring. This assumption will enable
the use of superposition, and is verified as a valid assumption through electromagnetic simulation.
To solve the electric field produced by the MPD antenna, it is broken down into its two sections, the ring
and the spokes, each evaluated separately using superposition. Because of the symmetry of the design, the
currents entering the ring at each port will have the same amplitude and will be phased evenly based on the
position of the port around the ring. If this current magnitude (Is) is known, the power sources that have finite
source impedances at the ports can be replaced with current sources with magnitudes Is and the appropriate
phases using source substitution. This means that when superposition is applied, the nulled sources become
open circuits with zero current flow.
In order to keep the analysis more general, two design parameters, g and N , are defined for the MPD
antenna, where g is the circumference in units of the wavelength λ, and N is the integer number of spokes,
spaced evenly with N ≥ 2. While the analysis will keep N as a design variable, the implemented design that
is shown in the figures is for a 4 spoke MPD antenna, so N = 4 (Figure 3.3). The superposition analysis will
consider 2 ports at a time located opposite of each other on the ends of ports n and N + n, with differential
drive phases due to symmetry, and then sumN of these pairs of ports to consider the entire system. The polar
coordinate angle (φ) on the plane of the antenna is used for many of the calculations.
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3.2.3 Solution to Currents on the Ring
The ports at φ = 0 and pi are considered first as shown in Figure 3.4, which are the ports on either side of
spoke n = 0, with all other ports nulled as open circuits. With only two of the ports of the ring being driven,
standing current waves are expected rather than the traveling current waves that occur once all ports are
driven. Because of the differential symmetry of the system, there will be virtual short circuits of maximum
current flow on the ring at φ = pi/2 and 3pi/2. There are two planes of symmetry which mean that the
uˆy component of the current will cancel, while the uˆx component of the current in each quadrant will add
coherently. This means that only the uˆx component in the first quadrant from φ = 0 to pi/2 needs to be
integrated, and then can be multiplied by 4 to get the overall integration for the ring. Also, since the current
input into each port is split into two directions on the loop, the magnitude of the current going into each























f= 180° f= 0° 
Figure 3.4: (a) Shows the ring portion of the MPD antenna being driven by only ports 0 and N as part of the
overall superposition analysis, while (b) depicts the location of the virtual shorts observed under these driving
conditions and (c) shows the counterclockwise oriented standing wave current along the ring, where the sign
of the maximum current changes sign between g < 1 and g > 1 at 0 phase for the first two quadrants.
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Using the virtual short on the positive y axis, and taking the current to be a sinusoidal standing wave
from that point back to the port, the magnitude of the current along the ring in the first quadrant (Irg) can be
written as
|Irg| = Imaxr cosβl, (3.6)
where Imaxr, β and l represent the maximum time harmonic current phasor on the ring that occurs at φ =
pi/2, the wave propagation constant (β = 2pi/λ) and the length along the line from the short circuit at
φ = pi/2, respectively.
Noting that l = (pi/2− φ)gλ/(2pi),
|Irg| = Imaxr cos [g(pi/2− φ)]. (3.7)
Next, defining φ′ = pi/2− φ, the uˆx component of the current in the first quadrent becomes
Irgx = −Imaxr cos (gφ′) cos (φ′)uˆx. (3.8)





















cos (gφ′) cos (φ′)dφ′uˆx. (3.10)
Solving out the integral gives




























g2 − 1 uˆx. (3.13)
Considering all 4 quadrants, the E-field is multiplied by 4, and remembering that the uˆy components of the
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currents cancel due to symmetry, making Er0y = 0,





g2 − 1 uˆx. (3.14)
This means that the far-field electric field will change directions when g = 1. This is due to the fact that
when g < 1 the length of line from the virtual short on the y axis to the port on the x axis is less than λ/4,
which means there is no node and all of the current along the line in that quadrant is always traveling the same
direction, either clockwise or counterclockwise, as seen in Figure 3.4c. However, when g > 1, the length
of the line is longer than λ/4, which will produce a node in the current standing wave, and will make the
current at the virtual short point in the opposite direction along the line as the current near the port, as shown
in Figure 3.4c. For the case where g = 1, the equation goes to infinity. This is due to the assumption that
the line can be treated as a lossless transmission line, and for a λ/4 line terminated with a virtual short, the
impedance is infinite at the input port. Thus for a finite input current going into an infinite impedance, you
expect to get infinite power. Modeling more realistically as a lossy transmission line removes this asymptote.
This is why the phase of the electric field due to the current on the ring is reversed by changing the design
from g < 1 to g > 1.
3.2.4 Solution to Current on the Spokes
The current on the spokes, caused by the ports at φ = 0 and pi on either side of spoke n = 0 (Figure 3.5)
is examined next. The radius of the ring, and thus the length of the spoke is gλ/2pi. Using differential
symmetry again, a virtual short circuit is observed at the origin. Thus all non-driven spokes have one end
as a short circuit, while the other is an open circuit. Remembering the assumption of low coupling between
spokes, the current on those spokes are taken to be zero, and thus neglected. For the driven spokes, the line is
terminated with a virtual short, and results in a current standing wave that is given by























which when integrated and considering λ = ω/2pic yields

































Figure 3.5: (a) Shows the spoke portion of the MPD antenna being driven by only ports 0 andN as part of the
overall superposition analysis, noting that the phase of the current driven into the ground spokes is opposite
of that for the ring, and (b) depicts the location of the virtual short circuit observed at the origin and (c) shows
the standing wave current along the driven spoke at 0 phase.
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Using (3.15) we can solve Is in terms of Imaxsp, with
Is = Imaxsp cos (g) (3.18)
which yields





This equation is similar to (3.14), but because the line length of the spoke is different than that of the ring
for a given value of g, nodes appear on the two lines at different values of g. For the spoke there is no node
for g < pi/2 (Figure 3.5c), and thus the current on a driven spoke will be in phase across the entire spoke at
any instant as long as g < pi/2 .
3.2.5 Summing up the E-fields From All Ports
With (3.14) and (3.19), the superposition of the fields caused by the currents on the rings and the spokes from
ports 0 and N gives






g2 − 1 + tan (g)
]
uˆx. (3.20)
When considering the contribution of the other ports to the overall electric field, both the phase shift as






















g2 − 1 + tan (g)
]
. (3.22)
3.2.6 Summation of Fields of a Multi-Port Driven Antenna
After solving out the electric field produced by ports on either side of spoke n = 0 of an N -spoke MPD
antenna E0 (3.20), a general form of the electric field produced by ports on either side of spoke n (En) that
takes into account the phase shift of Is as well as the rotational shift in φ of the direction of the current is
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(3.23) is broken into two groups based on if N is even or odd:
EMPD = E0 +EN/2 +
∑N/2−1
n=1 [En +EN−n] if N is even.
E0 +
∑bN/2c
n=1 [En +EN−n] if N is odd.
(3.26)









(uˆx + juˆy)E0. (3.27)
Using (3.21),





(uˆx + juˆy)E0 when N is even. (3.29)



















(uˆx + juˆy)E0 when N is odd. (3.31)




(uˆx + juˆy)E0. (3.32)
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Finally, inserting (3.22) into (3.32) gives the final solution of Etotal in terms of Is, ω,N, g and r:






g2 − 1 + tan (g)
]
(uˆx + juˆy). (3.33)
The critical design insight of the entire analysis comes from this equation which suggests that to have
the fields caused by the spokes and the ring add up coherently in the far field, g/(g2 − 1) and tan(g) should
have the same sign, which means that 1 < g < pi/2. This is interesting as one might suspect that a ring
with a traveling current wave on it might be a fairly resonant structure, but in reality, it is quite wide-band,
with functional operation anytime the wavelength is less than the circumference of the ring, and greater than
the circumference multiplied by 2/pi. Also, the constraints on the circumference (g) are independent of
the number of spokes N . It is important to note that with this model, the fields go from being completely
destructive in their interference to completely constructive at g = 1. Using the model of a lossy transmission
line, the phase difference between the two circularly polarized fields will shift in the region right around
g = 1 from pi to 0, with the phases when g = 1 being in quadrature. The equation also shows that the electric
field is proportional to the input source current Is, and the total number of spokes N , as well as the final term
uˆx + juˆy, which yields circular polarization for any values of g or N . The summation of all of the ports
produces a traveling current wave around the ring, while producing standing waves at various phases in each
ground spoke as expected.
3.2.7 Poynting Vector and Effective Isotropic Radiated Power
The radiated power captured by a recieve antenna is what will ultimately be measured, and converted to the
effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP). To calculate EIRP, the Poynting vector (S) in the far field is first





where η = µc is the impedance of free space. The far-field broadside Poynting vector for the MPD antenna,








g2 − 1 + tan (g)
]2
uˆr. (3.35)
EIRP can be calculated [1] as









g2 − 1 + tan (g)
]2
. (3.37)
As expected the EIRP is related to the square of the electric field, and maximizing the electric field will
also maximize the power flux in the far field.
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3.3 Design and Simulation of a Multi-Port Driven Antenna
Electromagnetic simulation is used first to verify the design insights of the MPD antenna in free space, and
then to model non-idealities that cannot be fully analyzed by hand. Figure 3.6 shows the instantaneous current
at 0 phase on the ring and on the spokes with a circumference of 0.7λ, or g = 0.7 with just ports 0 and N
being driven. At this instant, port 0 is driving maximum current into the ring, and portN is pulling maximum
current from the ring. As expected when g < 1, the currents on each half of the ring all point in the same
direction along the ring (counterclockwise for φ = 0 to pi, and clockwise for φ = −pi to 0). This produces
an overall integrated current vector pointed in the−uˆx direction. Similarly the current along the entire spoke
also points in the same direction, in this case in the uˆx direction. This ends up looking similar to the currents
observed on a transmission line, and as expected, it does not radiate effectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Simulated instantaneous current at phase 0 on a ring (a) and spokes (b) driven by ports 0 and N ,
when g = 0.7.
In contrast, Figure 3.7 shows the same instantaneous current at 0 phase on the ring and spokes but for the
case of g = 1.3. The spokes look similar to Figure 3.6b, but because g is now greater than 1, a node appears
in the current pattern for the ring, and the current changes direction along the ring between the port on the
x axis and the maximum of the current on the y axis. This means that the integrations of both the spokes
and the ring produce vectors pointed in the uˆx direction and thus will radiate effectively. It also is noted that
current on the spokes that are not being driven for this part of the superposition is much less than that of the
spokes being driven, by more than two orders of magnitude, so the assumption to neglect coupling between
adjacent spokes and assume the non-driven spoke current was 0 is shown as reasonable.
The biggest non-ideality that the previous analysis ignores was the effect of the substrate on the radiation.
Due to the desire to not require any external cooling elements such as fans, the thermal paths for heat gener-
ated on-chip need to be considered. This path was created by designing the chip to be mounted on a ground
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Simulated instantaneous current at phase 0 on a ring (a) and spokes (b) driven by ports 0 and N ,
when g = 1.3.
plane on a printed circuit board (PCB). Because of the high thermal conductivity of the silicon substrate and
the ground plane that it is mounted on, this strategy enables continuous operation of the radiator without
performance degradation due to temperature increases. However, because the dielectric constant of silicon is
11.68 times higher than that of air, most of the power initially radiated by the antenna located on the boundary
of the two materials is directed down into the substrate initially [12, 74]. The electric fields reflect off of the
bottom ground plane and radiate upwards. In order to have this reflected wave add coherently with the fields
radiated directly upwards, the substrate is designed to be about 1/4 wavelength in silicon thick. This will
provide a pi/4 phase shift as the wave travels down, a pi/2 phase shift off of the conductive reflection, and a
pi/4 phase shift traveling back up, for a total phase shift of 2pi.
Another design concern had to do with feeding the driver circuity DC power. To increase symmetry, the
driver circuitry is placed at the center of the antenna, as is explained in more detail in Section 3.4. The DC
feed lines need to be run to that core without harming the radiation, so the ground spokes are extended out
from the ring to a ground plane that is pulled back from the ring by around λ/4, as seen in Figure 3.8. This
allows DC power lines to run from the pads located around the outside of the chip, underneath the ground
spokes to the driver core. Running these lines directly under the spokes shields them from the radiation in
a similar manner to a transmission line. The ground plane is pulled back around λ/4, which produces the
highest impedance seen on the spokes at each drive point looking outward, which means that almost all of
the ground spoke RF current goes toward the center of the antenna, as assumed in the analysis, and shown in
the blue arrows of Figure 3.8.
The two sources of loss for this antenna are loss due to substrate modes, and conductive loss in the
antenna metals themselves. To separate out these two effects, electromagnetic simulations are done with both
lossless and lossy metal conductors and a lossy substrate. The resulting antenna pattern with lossless metals is
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Lower PCB Ground Plane
Silicon Substrate
Upper Ground Plane
Figure 3.8: MPD antenna with substrate mounted on a PCB ground plane, with traveling wave currents on the
ring marked as solid red arrows, and standing wave ground spoke currents marked with dashed blue arrows,
and an overlay of the radiated beam.
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shown in Figure 3.9, with 30% antenna efficiency, 9.7 dBi maximum directivity, and 4.4 maximum dBi gain.
Including the metal losses those numbers dropped slightly to a 28% antenna efficiency, 9.1 dBi maximum
directivity, and 3.6 dBi maximum gain. This shows that the dominating loss mechanism for this design is the
loss due to the substrate.
Figure 3.9: Simulated radiation pattern of the gain in dBi of the MPD antenna of Figure 3.8 with lossy 10
Ωcm substrate and lossless conductors shows a maximum 4.4 dBi gain.
3.4 Driver Circuitry of a Multi-Port Driven Radiator
The driver circuitry of this MPD radiator consists of an 8-phase ring oscillator, with each phase feeding a
power amplifier stage that drives a port of the MPD antenna. This unilateral driven architecture, with large
isolation between the reactive elements of the radiating structure and the oscillator tank, is important to
prevent blocker signals that are nearby in the environment from coupling into the oscillator tank and either
pull or, in the worst case, lock the oscillator to an undesired frequency, which is a concern with self-oscillating
radiating structures where the same reactive elements are used for both oscillation and radiation. Maintaining
symmetry to keep all of the phases correct was also critical, so the circuitry was placed at the very center of
the antenna, in the driver core, as shown in the block diagram of Figure 3.10.











Feed Lines Radiating Ring
Figure 3.10: Block diagram of the MPD radiator showing driver circuitry blocks as well as ring of MPD
antenna (ground spokes omitted for clarity).
3.4.1 Oscillator Design
The oscillator is an 8-phase tuned ring oscillator at 160 GHz with bipolar transistors, because an MPD antenna
with N = 8 requires 8 phases, each 45o apart. Due to the extremely limited layout space at the core, there
is only room for a single stage of amplification after the oscillator, and thus the oscillator is designed to have
each phase provide -13 dBm to the amplifier stage. In order to accomplish that, and to increase the gain at
these frequencies, a differential cascode topology was used (Figure 3.11).
A small signal simulation of the cascode stage shows that the optimum power gain (Gm) of a single stage
occurred with a voltage gain (Aopt) of 5.5 and a phase shift φopt of 28o [75]. Normally in a ring oscillator,
the voltage gain of each stage at steady state is required to be 1, but using series capacitance, a captive divider
is created that allows for voltage gains for the transistor stages to be greater than one. Once at steady state,
the phase shift is 45o, which is not far off from the optimal, and the oscillator is designed with a voltage
gain per stage of A = 2.0. This is because above that amount some non-linear effects that the small signal
simulations did not take in to account degraded the performance. Also, as can be seen from Figure 3.12, most
of the improvement in Gm at 160 GHz from A = 1 to A = 5.5 is realized by only increasing A to 2.0.
The tuning range of an 8-phase ring oscillator is relatively narrow, and due to the low quality factor
of varactors at these frequencies, varactor frequency tuning is not used in order to increase loop gain and
ensure startup. Thus the only frequency tuning is achieved by adjusting the biasing points on the bases of
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the 8-phase ring oscillator that uses AC coupling capacitors to allow a cascode
architecture as well as to create capacitive dividers that enable single stage voltage gains greater than 1 even
















Figure 3.12: Plot of the power gain Gm of a single cascode stage with voltage amplitude gains (A) of 1.0, 2.0
and 5.5, with voltage phase shifts of 45o. At 160 GHz, with A = 2.0, Gm = 16.1 mS.
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the common source and cascode stages. In order to demonstrate the wide-band nature of the antenna, laser
trimmable differential transmission line inductors are used for the tanks of the oscillator. By trimming off the
parts of the inductor indicated in Figure 3.13, the effective length of the transmission line is increased, which
increases the inductance and decreases the frequency. This enables 3 separate bands to be measured from the
same design, at 145 GHz, 152.5 GHz and the default 160 GHz.
Inductor Inputs DC Biasing
Trimmable 
Short Circuits Ground Plane
Figure 3.13: 3-dimensional rendering of the oscillator inductors implemented as differential transmission
lines that have trimmable short circuits that can be cut to enable 3 different frequency bands.
3.4.2 Amplifier Design
The 4 differential power amplifier pairs are implemented as class A amplifiers to maintain maximum power
gain. The schematic of one of the differential pair amplifiers is shown in Figure 3.14. Custom metal coupling
capacitors are used both between oscillator stages as well as in the interstage matching networks between
the oscillator and amplifier to enable cascode designs and provide greater power gain from a single stage.
By controlling the capacitance value of the series metal capacitor of the interstage match, the portion of the
power that is delivered to the amplifier stage compared to the next oscillator stage can be controlled. Making
the capacitor too large draws too much power from the oscillator, requires lowering the value of the oscillator
inductance to maintain oscillator frequency, reduces the loop gain and lowers the overall power delivered
to the amplifier. Conversely, a capacitor that is too small will not draw enough power from the oscillator,
so while the oscillator will have large swings, not enough of the power will be sent to the amplifier. The
optimum found for this design is a capacitance of 17 fF between oscillator stages, and a capacitance of 12 fF
for the interstage network between the oscillator and amplifiers.
Layout constraints within the driver core mean that the available room for bypass capacitors within the
core is minimal. To help alleviate that, virtual short circuits in the design were taken advantage of wherever
possible. This means that differential pairs were kept next to each other in layout, and thus little bypass









Figure 3.14: Schematic of the class A cascode power amplifier stages that each produce -7.0 dBm at 160 GHz
for a total available power to the MPD antenna of 2.0 dBm in simulation. Bias circuitry omitted for clarity.
is required for the biasing of the cascode transistor’s base node, or on the differential inductor Vcc of the
oscillator.
The optimum output load of each amplifying stage is Zopt = 24 + 45j Ω at 160 GHz. By adjusting the
overall size of the antenna ring, as well as the widths of the spokes and the feed lines for the antennas, each
transistor is loaded with an impedance that produces within 1 dB of the optimum output power without any
explicit lossy output matching elements. In simulation, each amplifier provides -7.0 dBm at 160 GHz, which
corresponds to a total of 2.0 dBm input power into the antenna from all 8 ports.
Biasing of the amplifying stages is done through the antenna. A λ/4 transmission line was extended out
on one spoke from the radiating ring and is AC shorted with bypass capacitors at the other end. This allows
for a DC current path to all 8 amplifiers through the ring and feed lines while providing a high impedance at
the point of contact with the ring, thus minimizing the effect of the line on the radiation.
3.5 Top Level Design and Simulation of a Multi-Port Driven Radiator
As mentioned in the previous section, the differential pairs for both the oscillator stages as well as the am-
plifying stages are kept next to each other in layout to conserve the virtual short circuits. Differential signals
that are next to each other at the amplifier output need to be routed through feed lines to opposite sides of the
driver core, and in order to maintain both phase and amplitude relationships in the antenna, feed lines where
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the driver stage is close to the antenna port need to be meandered, while others have to be routed across the
core, as can be seen in Figure 3.15. Electromagnetic simulations of all of the metal structures in the driver
core are necessary to ensure amplitude and phase matching. These simulations also include the oscillator in-
ductors to ensure isolation between the feed lines and the inductors, as avoiding unwanted feedback paths is
critical. Including all of these effects, the top level antenna design with the feed lines at 160 GHz is simulated
Figure 3.15: Layout for the driver core feed lines electromagnetic simulation. All 8 feed lines, as well as the 4
differential oscillator inductors and all ground lines were simulated to ensure amplitude and phase matching
for the feed lines, and isolation between feed lines and oscillator inductors.
to have 8.9 dBi maximum directivity, 2.4 dBi gain, 23% radiation efficiency, and a radiation pattern shown
in Figure 3.16. The gain and radiation efficiency numbers include all of the feed lines and vias down to the
transistor levels of the amplifying stages, and encompass what would traditionally be the loss of the antenna,
matching networks, and any loss due to power transfer between the amplifier stages and the antenna. With a
simulated output power of 2.0 dBm from the 8 amplifiers, the simulated EIRP is 4.4 dBm, for a total output
radiated power of -4.4 dBm.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.16: The feed line simulation was coupled with an antenna simulation that included the effects of the
driver core ground and the PA biasing line (a), with the resulting radiation pattern of the gain in dBi in (b)
showing a maximum gain of 2.4 dBi.




















Figure 3.17: Simulated gain of the MPD antenna including feed lines from 140 to 165 GHz shows a maximum
gain deviation of 1 dBi across that band and demonstrates the expected wide band performance of the MPD
antenna.
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3.6 Multi-Port Driven Radiator Measurements
The design was fabricated in a 0.13 µm SiGe BiCMOS process, occupies an area of 1x1 mm2 and is thinned
to 185 µm. The chip is placed on a PCB that is mounted on a 2-dimensional stepper motor (Figure 3.18a).
The radiated power is detected by a 23.5 dBi gain linearly polarized horn antenna placed 75 mm (40λ) away,
that feeds either a tenth harmonic mixer connected to a spectrum analyzer for frequency measurements, or
to an Erikson power meter for absolute power measurements, as seen in Figure 3.18b. The chip is powered
by a 3.3 V DC source that draws 117.5 mA. No external optics of any kind (e.g. silicon lens or dielectric
superstrate), or any external fans for cooling are used.
The spectrum of the broadside radiation is measured using the tenth harmonic mixer and the calibrated
output is shown in Figure 3.19. The chip radiates at 161.45 GHz, and the power that the receive antenna
captures is -25.8 dBm. Taking into account the receive antenna’s distance from the chip and the gain of the
receive antenna, this corresponds to 4.6 dBm EIRP.
Next, the polarization of the broadside radiation is measured by rotating the chip around the broadside
axis, and measuring the received power of the linearly polarized antenna to verify circular polarization. A
good metric to report this is the polarization ratio, which is the ratio of the electric field in the clockwise
polarization over electric field in the the counterclockwise polarization. This is calculated (as derived in Ap-













The measured ratio of maximum to minimum received power is 1.315, which corresponds to a polar-
ization ratio of 14.6 (Figure 3.20). This shows that the chip is radiating almost entirely in the clockwise
polarization.
The antenna pattern is measured by rotating the chip in two dimensions with the stepper motors. Mea-
surements are taken across the radiating half-space twice with perpendicular polarizations. Measurements
and simulations of two slices of the pattern are shown in Figure 3.21. The radiation is single-beam, which
matches well with the simulations, and the beam-width of the radiation is measured to be slightly wider than
the simulations predicted. However, the overall radiated power is larger, which kept the maximum EIRP close
to the simulated value. The larger radiated power is likely due to an overestimation of the antenna’s metal
losses at 160 GHz.
The output power verses frequency of the three frequency bands is shown in Figure 3.22. The tuning
within each band is accomplished through the biasing of the bases of the oscillator transistors, while the
frequency band was tuned by laser trimming the oscillator inductors. All three frequency bands were close
to their designed frequency, and can radiate more than 0 dBm EIRP. The reason for the lower power levels





























Figure 3.18: Photo of the measurement setup with EM dampers removed and the harmonic mixer attached
to the receive antenna (a), and diagram of the measurement setup where received power goes either to a
harmonic mixer for frequency measurements or to an Erikson power meter for absolute power measurements
(b).
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Figure 3.19: Measured spectrum of the single element MPD antenna shows -25.6 dBm captured power at
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Figure 3.20: Normalized power captured in dB by a linearly polarized antenna as the chip is rotated in the
X-Y plane. Ratio of maximum to minimum powers of 1.315 imply a polarization ratio of 14.6, which means
that the radiation is almost entirely in the CW circular polarization.





















































Figure 3.21: Simulated and measured radiation patterns of EIRP in dBm in the elevation (a) and azimuth (b)
planes show a single beam radiating broadside to the chip that matches well with simulation.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of integrated radiating sources in silicon above 110 GHz without external lenses.
Reference [33] [34] [38] [8] [37] This Work
Frequency (GHz) 191 280 165 260 210 161
Radiated Power (dBm) -12.4 -7.2 -27 n/a n/a -2.0
Maximum EIRP (dBm) -1.9 9.4 n/a 5 5.13 4.6
Number of Elements 4 16 1 4 4 1
EIRP/Element (dBm) -7.9 -2.6 n/a -1.0 -0.9 4.6
Process 65 nm 45 nm 130 nm 65 nm 32 nm SOI 130 nm
CMOS CMOS SOI SiGe CMOS CMOS SiGe
DC Power (mW) 77 817 800∗ 688 240 388
Area (mm2) 1.1 7.3 1.3∗∗ 6∗∗ 3.5 1
∗Power includes transmitter and receiver. ∗∗Area includes transmitter and receiver.
in the lower two bands is that the matching between oscillator stages as well as between the oscillator stages
and the power amplifiers was tuned for the 160 GHz band.



























Figure 3.22: Measurements from the three frequency bands at 145, 154 and 161 GHz show radiated EIRPs
above 0 dBm for all 3 bands.
A die photo of the chip is shown in Figure 3.23, and a performance summary with comparison to other
works above 110 GHz without external optics is presented in Table 3.1.






Figure 3.23: Die photo of the single element MPD radiator with area of 1 mm2.
3.7 Slot Based Radial Multi-Port Driven Radiator1
Another version of the radial MPD radiator can be achieved by using electromagnetic duality theory [76],
which enables a slot antenna to be designed and analyzed by introducing a fictitious magnetic current that
flows through the slot, and then comparing that to a line antenna that is created by inverting the entire antenna
plane’s metal. The lines of the antenna now become slots, and the open space around the lines become metal.
The E and H fields of the slot antenna are then replaced by the vectors H and -E for the line antenna. And
through this relationship, the fields of a single linear slot cut into a conducting plane is identical to the fields
of the dipole.
This same duality technique is used to create the radial slot MPD radiator. In this case, the antenna that
we are going to invert is simply the ring of the radial MPD, and the spokes will be neglected. This means
that when inverted, the antenna becomes a slot ring as shown in Figure 3.24, where there is an internal metal
plane that is surrounded by a thin slot ring, which itself is surrounded by a large outer metal ground plane.
The antenna is then excited by driving one metal plane against the other at multiple points around the ring.
This configuration has advantages and disadvantages compared to the line antenna version of the radial MPD
radiator. One of the main advantages is that the ground plane provides shielding for any other circuitry for
1This project was a joint project with my colleagues Amirreza Safaripour and Kaushik Dasgupta. I was responsible for the antenna
design and electromagnetics, and the locking network distribution for the array, and Amirreza was in charge of the locking network
oscillator and circuitry within the radiator core as well as the digital signal routing for the radiator array. Kaushik designed the digital to
analog converters.
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the vast majority of the chip, reducing the area footprint on-chip of the antenna to a fraction of the area that
the line-based radiator requires due to pulling back the ground plane by λ/4.
Figure 3.24: Comparison between the line version of the MPD radiator (left), and its dual, the slot MPD
radiator (right). Each of the four drive points drive the outer metal plane against the inner metal plane and are
phased evenly (0◦, 90◦, 180◦ and 270◦) to create a circularly polarized radiated field.
A disadvantage of this design is that because the entire surface of the chip except for the thin slot is
covered in metal, reflecting the wave off of a lower ground plane and radiating upward is not possible, so this
radiator must be designed to radiate out the bottom. Techniques to effectively deal with providing a robust
thermal path for heat dissipation are still an active area of research.
The feeds for this antenna operate by using micro-strip transmission lines whose ground reference is the
inner metal plane, and directly connecting the signal line of the T-line to the outer metal plane. This is a
simple way to solve the antenna feeds, but it brings up some DC biasing issues. Ideally both of the metal
planes that make up the antenna would be ground planes at the same DC bias point. However, the signal line
of the drive circuitry needs to be biased at the supply voltage, so when the signal line is shorted to the outer
metal plane, a solution for the DC biasing needs to be found. Two different approaches have been used in
structures that are currently out for fabrication. For the first case, the inner metal plane is grounded, and the
outer plane is a VDD supply plane. The second case implements a 2x2 slot radiator array and involves using
series AC coupling capacitors in the feed transmission lines, and uses a special tri-level transmission line to
keep both metal planes at the same DC bias point without affecting the RF current flow. Both of these were
designed at 120 GHz in a 32 nm SOI process and are currently out for fabrication. A brief description of each
and simulation results follows below.
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3.7.1 DC Coupled Slot Multi-Port Driven Antenna
The driver circuitry for both of these designs is identical to the circuitry designed originally for the dynamic
polarization controlling radiator array described in Chapter 4. In this case, the oscillator within the single
radiator is free-running and not locked to any other reference oscillator. The block diagram of this radiator is
shown in Figure 3.25. The antenna is simulated to have a maximum gain of 3.0 dBi, with a radiation pattern
shown in Figure 3.26 and a radiation efficiency of 39%. While this arrangement for the DC voltages works
for a single radiator with all circuitry within the inner ground metal plane, it poses problems when an array




Figure 3.25: Block diagram of the DC coupled slot radiator, where the outer metal plane is biased at VDD,
and the inner plane is biased at 0 V.
3.7.2 2x2 AC Coupled Slot Multi-Port Driven Radiator Array
To incorporate this design into an array, a locking signal needs to be generated outside of the radiator and
ground referenced to the outer metal plane and delivered to an oscillator that is ground referenced to the inner
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Figure 3.26: Antenna pattern of the DC coupled slot MPD radiator showing a maximum gain of 3 dBi with
downward radiation.
metal plane. In order to accomplish this, a consistent reference path must be made available to the transmis-
sion line across the entire path from locking oscillator to locked oscillator. This poses a particular problem
at the slot itself, where the ground plane is cut. To rectify this, a quarter wavelength tri-level transmission
line scheme has been designed. The two reference planes are connected to each other using a λ/4 transmis-
sion line shorted to the outer ground plane. This means that at the connection to the inner ground plane, the
impedance seen looking out is very high (an open circuit if losses in the metal are neglected). This open
circuit at RF means that the RF performance of the antenna will not be affected much. At the same time, it
provides the ground biasing to the inner metal through the signal line of the transmission line. It also means
that there is a solid piece of metal that connects from the ground of the locking oscillator to the ground of
the radiator’s oscillator, and that metal can be used as the unbroken reference for the locking signals to go
through. For the part of that path that is the λ/4 transmission line, there will be three levels. The lowest will
be the normal outer ground plane that stops at the slot. The signal line of the λ/4 transmission line is in the
middle and references to the lower metal, and finally the locking signals run on the top and are referenced to
the middle line. A 3-dimensional depiction and a cross section of this tri-level transmission line is shown in
Figure 3.27.
Thus signals can be passed from outside the radiator to inside the radiator, and DC ground connections
are made as well. To increase the symmetry of the radiator, and to enable other DC biasing to be passed to
the inside of the radiator, the tri-level transmission line structure is repeated on all four sides of each radiator,
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Figure 3.27: Cross section of the tri-level transmission line that maintains an RF open circuit between the
two ground planes while simultaneously providing a continuous ground reference for the locking network
signals, and a DC ground path for current to flow.
as can be seen in the 3D depiction of the 2x2 slot radiator array shown in Figure 3.28. The microprocessor
controls all of the digital to analog converters (DACs) that feed the bias nodes to control amplitude and phase
within the cell. Having both metal planes connected means that the output of the radiator amplifiers can no
longer be directly connected to the outer metal plane, and thus series AC coupling capacitors are used to AC
couple the drivers to the antenna. The maximum gain of this antenna array is simulated to be 5.4 dBi with the
simulated radiation pattern shown in Figure 3.29. Considering an expected output power from the amplifiers
combined of 20 dBm, this yields a simulated EIRP of 25.4 dBm.
Figure 3.28: 2x2 slot MPD array with tri-level transmission line feeds on all 4 sides of each radiator.
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Figure 3.29: Radiation pattern of the 2x2 slot MPD array showing downward radiation with a maximum gain
of 5.4 dBi
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3.8 Differential Drive Multi-Port Driven Antennas
The radial MPD presented in the previous sections uses a single-ended port to drive a signal ring against a
ground spoke. Another approach to designing MPD antennas is using differential drives. One of the benefits
of a differential drive MPD radiator is that it can separate the feed line transmission lines from the radiator
lines. If the feed line is run perpendicular to the antenna, and differential drives are used, there will be no net
current on the feed line. The differential drives can also be used to lower the input impedance of the radiator,
something that is important for high power designs in integrated processes. This is because the breakdown
voltage is fixed for any given process, so in order to increase the power, the current must be increased, and the
load impedance must thus be decreased. The reason that the differential drives can create this low impedance
is because they can be used to create virtual short circuits near the drives that can effectively sink the current
provided by the drives.
3.8.1 Virtual Shorts to Lower Input Impedance in Multi-Port Driven Radiators
As is shown in Appendix A, the far-field radiation is dependent on the integration of all of the currents on
the chip. Currents running in opposite directions cancel, and currents that are in the same direction add
constructively and radiate. Line-based single port antennas can either be open at the end, as in the case of
a dipole, or can loop back to another part of the antenna, producing a virtual short, as in the case of a loop
antenna.
To gain intuition about the lowest input impedance of one of these lines, we use the model of the line
antenna as a lossy transmission line, and it becomes apparent that the lowest input impedance for a line that
is open on one end is when the line is around one quarter of the wavelength λ, as shown in Figure 3.30. Even
in this case with a lossless antenna, the input impedance is still at 73 Ω [1]. On the other hand, if the end of
the line is a virtual short like a loop antenna, the low impedance point will be λ/2 from the short, or when
the loop is λ in circumference, yet that is still around 100 Ω [1]. Neither of these types of line antennas will
provide an inherently low impedance on the order of 10 - 30 Ω without an additional matching network that
will introduce significant amounts of loss to the system.
The final way to achieve a low impedance is by using a very short line that loops back to itself, or a very
small loop antenna. Though it achieves a low input impedance, this antenna is also not suitable for integrated
radiators because, due to the small radius of the loop, the currents on opposite sides of the loop cancel each
other out in the far field, and the antenna becomes very inefficient.
What is needed is a way to keep these virtual shorts close to the drive points, without looping the signal
back around to the input port, as shown in Figure 3.30. WIth only a single port, this would not be possible,
but by utilizing several ports, this configuration can be achieved.
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Figure 3.30: Small loops have currents that cancel in the far field (left). What is needed is a current sink that
creates a short circuit without needing to loop back (center). The use of multiple drive points with virtual
short circuits between them provides this current sink (right)
3.8.2 Linear Differential Multi-Port Driven Radiator
The current pattern from Figure 3.30 can be achieved if it is repeated several times, as shown in Figure 3.31,
and using a differential drive from the next set of ports over to create the virtual short between the ports.
Clearly at some point this has to stop, but for the moment we will assume a low impedance can be provided
at each end, and will look into the operation near the middle of the radiator. At any given instance, the current
will always be traveling one way, and thus the antenna will radiate effectively, but at the same time, the drive
points are very near the virtual shorts, which means that the input resistance will be low. In fact, the short
lines will act like short transmission lines, which means that they will appear slightly inductive, and if spaced
correctly, will resonate out the capacitance of the drive transistors.
0 180 0 180 0 180 0 180 
Figure 3.31: Block diagram of the differential linear MPD radiator showing differential drivers that are fed
perpendicular to the antenna, and VDD lines that are connected in parallel to the virtual short circuits on the
antenna.
In this way, a good impedance match to the drive transistors can be provided directly from the antenna,
without any impedance matching networks in between. The overall current pattern will look similar to a
dipole, but rather than the current decaying as a sinusoid to nothing at the end of the line, the current will
instead remain relatively constant across the entire length of the radiator, as shown in Figure 3.32. In order
to not cause any mirror currents that could harm radiation, the feed lines to the radiator are run perpendicular
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to the radiator lines, and because the current is differential, there is no net current that radiates from the feed
lines. The virtual short circuits that appear between each of the lines provides an ideal place to provide VDD,
as the impedance looking into the VDD line will always be in parallel with the virtual short, and thus will not
be seen by the radiating structure. The VDD can then be run from these points perpendicular out on the other
side of the radiator, again to minimize any mirror currents that would negate radiation.
Figure 3.32: Simulated current distribution of the differential linear MPD radiator showing instantaneous
current all pointed in the same direction, leading to effective radiation.
Finally the ends of the radiator need to be dealt with. The final drives must drive something without
the benefit of the virtual shorts, so very wide lines are used that can distribute the current out and provide
something of a match from an open circuit at the end to a low impedance at the drive point are used, as shown
in Figure 3.32. The mismatch of having these higher impedance nodes at each end affects the other side of the
ports on each end, but by the second set of lines, the variation in currents becomes negligible to the design.
This radiator was designed to operate at 94 GHz in a 65 nm bulk CMOS process. It is driven by a
fundamental frequency voltage controlled oscillator (VCO), followed by three stages of amplification, with a
2-1 splitter between the first and second stage, and 4-1 splitters between the 2nd and 3rd stages, as shown in
Figure 3.33.
Each amplifier is a cascode amplifier, and transmission line matching networks are implemented between
each amplification stage. The output drivers feed the radiator directly and immediately, with no additional
matching used. The saturated power at 94 GHz that is input into the antenna is simulated to be 20.4 dBm.
The simulated small signal gain of the three amplifying stages is 25.5 dB, and the maximum antenna gain is
simulated to be 4.5 dBi, with the simulated antenna pattern shown in Figure 3.34. This yields a simulated
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Figure 3.33: Block diagram of the differential linear MPD radiator showing on chip oscillator, and division
and amplification stages is shown on the left. A 3D depiction of the metal structures of the radiator is shown
on the right.
EIRP of 24.9 dBm, with a radiation efficiency of 30%, when mounted on a ground plane and with a substrate
that is λ/4. While this design was never fabricated, fully finished layout of the radiator is shown in Figure
3.35.
Figure 3.34: Simulated antenna pattern of the differential linear MPD radiator shows a maximum gain of 4.5
dBi.
3.8.3 Passive 2 GHz Differential Multi-Port Driven Test Structure on FR4 PCB
A passive version of the antenna was implemented by Gunnar Atli-Siggurdson, an undergraduate researcher
whom I co-advised for a summer. It has the same basic 8 differential drive structure, but was scaled by
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Figure 3.35: Layout of the differential linear MPD radiator in a 65nm bulk CMOS process.
around a factor of 50 to enable radiation at 2 GHz. Differences in the dielectric constants of the silicon
substrate instead of the FR4 necessitated a slight adjustment to this scaling. A photo of this passive structure
is shown in Figure 3.36, and it has a simulated maximum gain at 2 GHz of 5 dBi, with the antenna pattern
shown in Figure 3.37.
Figure 3.36: Photo of the fabricated passive differential linear MPD antenna scaled to operate at 2 GHz
After fabrication, measurements were taken of the antenna pattern, and match closely with simulations,
as shown by two slices of the antenna pattern in the elevation and azimuth plane depicted in Figure 3.38.
These results show the viability of this structure as a multi-port driven antenna, and it is anticipated that the
94 GHz integrated radiator version of the design would operate similar to the predicted simulations.
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Figure 3.37: Simulated antenna pattern of the PCB differential linear MPD antenna shows a maximum gain
of 5 dBi.
Figure 3.38: Simulated and measured antenna patterns in the elevation (left) and azimuth (right) planes match
closely with electromagnetic simulations.
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3.9 Conclusions
The MPD antenna design methodology of using multiple input ports on an integrated antenna to eliminate
lossy power transfer mechanisms and output matching networks has been described. An analysis of a radial
MPD antenna in free space with supporting electromagnetic simulations was presented that gave intuition as
to the correct sizing of the antennas as well as showed the wide bandwidth that these antennas can support.
The measurements of the chip match well in power as well as frequency to the simulations of the design, and
a comparison to other state of the art designs show what we believe to be the highest output power as well
as EIRP per element of any integrated silicon radiator above 110 GHz without external optics. Using elec-
tromagnetic dualities, a slot-based radial MPD radiator is also presented to increase the gain and efficiency
of the antenna as well as decrease the required area footprint for the radial MPD antenna. Differential drive
MPD radiators were also presented, along with the design and simulation of a linear differential MPD radiator
at 94 GHz. A proof of concept version of the antenna at 2 GHz was fabricated and measured to closely match
simulations.
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Chapter 4
Dynamic Polarization Control and
Modulation
Efficient wireless connectivity inherently relies on maximum coupling of electromagnetic energy from a
transmitter to a receiver over the propagation medium. One of the important parameters determining the
strength of this coupling is the polarization of the transmitted electromagnetic waves with respect to the
receiver antenna, where a polarization mismatch can severely degrade the coupling.
Solutions have been devised to enforce polarization matching in any given transmitter/receiver pair in ad-
vance, such as using linearly polarized antennas with the same orientation (vertical or horizontal). However,
a fixed linearly polarized link has to rely on accurate alignment not suitable for mobile applications, neces-
sitating some sort of antenna diversity with two antennas having orthogonal polarizations. Alternatively, an
antenna radiating with circular polarization can be utilized to couple to a receiving antenna with the same
handedness to reduce the orientation dependence of the polarization matching. Unfortunately, most circu-
larly polarized antennas have narrow polarization bandwidths and beamwidths, where they rapidly lose their
circular polarization away from the center frequency and primary axis of propagation. More importantly,
they can only couple to other circularly polarized antennas of the same handedness without any significant
loss of energy. This leads to signal degradation if they were to couple to antennas with other polarizations or
orientations. Dual polarization antennas (e.g., [77]) intended for higher data throughput have not addressed
these polarization matching issues either. Generally, in most of these solutions the choice of polarization
modality has to be made, a priori, limiting the reconfigurability and performance of the systems.
Dynamic polarization control (DPC) is a way to help ensure polarization matching, even as the antennas
move or are rotated, and can even be used as a means to transfer additional data or to encode data in the
polarization itself.
The Friis equation (4.1) can be used, along with the gains of the antennas (Gt, Gt), the wavelength (λ),
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.
One critical requirement for this equation to be valid is that the antennas must be polarization matched.
Polarization mismatch can result in up to a complete loss in transferred power. The goal of DPC is to
maintain maximum coupling between the transmit and receive antennas regardless of the receiver antenna’s
orientation or polarization. This can can be done through several antennas working in unison, or though a
mult-port driven (MPD) antenna configured for DPC.
First, a brief background on electromagnetic polarization will be discussed, followed by a look at how
polarization matching affects power transfer in antenna systems. Next, DPC methods with multiple antennas
are examined followed by DPC through a single MPD antenna. The design and measurement of an 2x1 DPC
radiator is then presented followed by a discussion of polarization modulation, and concluding remarks.
4.1 Electromagnetic Polarization
Electromagnetic waves traveling in a free-space, linear, isotropic medium eventually reach a region known
as the far field, where only transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves remain [1]. For these TEM waves,
the instantaneous electric and magnetic field are perpendicular to each other as well as to the direction of
propagation. For the rest of this chapter, it will be assumed that the direction of propagation is along the Z
axis and the electric and magnetic fields in the far field are contained within the XY plane.
The relationship in amplitude between the electric and magnetic fields is determined by the free-space







The polarization of these waves can be defined as the trajectory of the instantaneous electric field for a
given XY plane over one period. This trajectory results in an elliptical pattern. A polarization diagram that
traces this elliptical trajectory can be written, and the polarization can be expressed in several ways that all
define that ellipse, and the direction of rotation. In a fundamental way, it can be written as the spacial angle
of the major axis of the ellipse with respect to the coordinate system, and the ratio between the major and
minor axes (the axial ratio), and the direction of rotation, left-hand circularly polarized (LHCP) or right-hand
circularly polarized (RHCP). Large axial ratios result in polarizations close to linear, and axial ratios that
approach unity are close to circular. Some examples of linear, elliptical and circular polarizations are shown
in Figure 4.1.
The polarization can also be written as a sum of two predefined independent polarizations, where the
polarization is given by the ratio between amplitudes of the two polarizations, and the phase difference
between them. Two special cases of this include using the linear X and Y polarizations as a basis, and











Figure 4.1: Examples of electromagentic polarization, with linear polarization having polarization angle φ
(upper left), elliptical polarization having polarization angle φ and axial ratio m/n (upper right), left-hand
circular polarization (lower left) and right-hand circular polarization (lower right).
using left-hand and right-hand circularly polarized fields as a basis. Using circular polarizations as a basis
another polarization ratio, the circular polarization ratio, can be defined by looking at the LHCP component
of the field divided by the RHCP component of the field. In this case, circular polarization ratios near zero or
much greater than unity result in fields close to circular polarization, while circular polarization ratios near
unity result in fields that are close to linear polarization. For the purposes of this chapter, we will report
polarization as the spatial angle of the major axis of polarization from the positive X axis, and the axial ratio
of the polarization.
For two antennas to be polarization matched, the polarization of the fields produced by the transmit an-
tenna in the far field must match the polarization of the fields that can be received by the receive antenna, and
vice versa when the transmit and receive antennas are switched. This way there is no loss in the transmission
due to polarization mismatch.
For example, two dipoles that are oriented in the same direction, as shown in Figure 4.2a are polarization
matched, as they each radiate linearly in the X dimension. On the other hand, the dipoles in Figure 4.2b are
oriented in orthogonal directions, with antenna A aligned with the X axis, and antenna B aligned with the Y
axis. This means that the polarizations are completely mismatched. The electric field in the far field radiated
by antenna A is linearly polarized in the X direction, but the field that antenna B can receive is oriented in
the Y direction, so antenna B will not pick up any of antenna A’s radiation. Of course these systems are all
reciprocal, and if antenna B is being driven, it produces an electric field in the far with linear Y polarization,
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while antenna A can only pick up radiation in the X direction. These two examples show the extremes of
polarization matching, where the power transfer is either at a maximum or at zero, but there is also a full range










Figure 4.2: 2 dipoles in same orientation that are polarization matched and thus have maximum coupling (a),
and 2 dipoles that are orthogonal and thus no signal will be picked up by the receive antenna (b).
In linear polarizations, rotation around the axis of propagation of the transmit or receive antenna can cause
this polarization mismatch, while in circularly polarized systems, polarization mismatch can often occur due
to rotation around one of the other two axes, causing the circular polarization to become elliptical. One
benefit of circular polarization is that rotation about the axis of propagation does not cause any polarization
mismatch, but rather will result in a change in phase of the received signal.
Two polarizations are said to be orthogonal if the projection of a field in one polarization onto the other
polarization results in a field with zero amplitude. In this way, linear polarizations oriented 90◦ from each
other are orthogonal, as are LHCP and RHCP fields. Because they are orthogonal, they can act independently
without changing the fields in the other polarization. Also, because the overall polarization is a trajectory in
two dimensions, having two orthogonal polarizations creates a basis for that space, and means that for any
polarization there is always exactly one polarization that is orthogonal to it.
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4.2 Dynamic Polarization Control
Dynamic polarization control is a method where the radiating structure can adjust its polarization dynami-
cally, and entirely electronically to match the polarization of any receive antenna regardless of its polarization


















Figure 4.3: Dynamic Polarization Control (DPC) radiator can switch between various electromagnetic polar-
izations to match different receivers regardless of their polarization or spacial orientation.
4.2.1 Dynamic Polarization Control with Multiple Antennas
DPC using multiple antennas uses the transmission of two or more antennas with independent polarizations
to create a third polarization that can change simply due to the input drives of the two transmitting antennas.
One way to achieve DPC is to produce a linear polarization that can be dynamically controlled through the
drives of two circularly polarized antennas, one RHCP and one LHCP. If they are equal in amplitude, then
the resulting field is going to be linearly polarized, with a polarization angle related to half of the difference
in phase between the two circularly polarized fields as shown below.
Let the electric fields of the radiation produced by each circularly polarized antenna with the same ampli-
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tude E1 and E2 be defined as
E1 = A[sin(ωt+ φ1)uˆx + sin(ωt+ φ1 + pi/2)uˆy], (4.3)
and
E2 = A[sin(ωt+ φ2)uˆx + sin(ωt+ φ2 − pi/2)uˆy]. (4.4)
These fields have a similar amplitude (A), but have independent phases (φ1 and φ2), and are both circularly
polarized in opposite directions. The combination in the far field is the sum of the two electric fields:
Etotal = E1+E2 = A[sin(ωt+φ1)uˆx+sin(ωt+φ1+pi/2)uˆy]+A[sin(ωt+φ2)uˆx+sin(ωt+φ2−pi/2)uˆy].
(4.5)
This equation can be simplified by letting ∆φ = φ1 − φ2 and Σφ = φ1 + φ2, resulting in
Etotal = 2A[cos(−∆φ/2) sin(ωt+ Σφ/2)uˆx + sin(−∆φ/2) sin(ωt+ Σφ/2)uˆy] (4.6)
or
Etotal = 2A sin(ωt+ Σφ/2)[cos(−∆φ/2)uˆx + sin(−∆φ/2)uˆy]. (4.7)
Thus, Etotal in the X and Y dimensions are always in phase regardless of φ1 or φ2, and linear polarization
is always created. The magnitude of the field,
mag(Etotal) = 2A, (4.8)
which is also independent of φ1 and φ2. The angle in space of the field,
angle(Etotal) = ∆φ/2− pi/2, (4.9)
which shows that the angle of the polarization is dependent only on the difference between the two phases of
the original fields. Finally, the phase of the field,
phase(Etotal) = Σφ/2, (4.10)
means that the phase of the electric field can be controlled independently from the polarization angle or the
amplitude of the field.
These results suggest that as long as the amplitudes of the RHCP and LHCP fields are equal, the resulting
field will always be linearly polarized, as can be seen in Figure 4.4. The common mode of the phases of
the fields will determine the phase of the output field. The differential mode of the fields will determine the
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polarization angle. The common mode of the amplitudes will determine the amplitude of the output field,
and if the amplitudes of the input fields are different from each other, the differential mode of the amplitudes
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Figure 4.4: The superposition of two circularly polarized fields in the far field with opposite handedness
(LHCP and RHCP) results in a linearly polarized field, whose polarization angle is determined by the phase
difference of the original two circularly polarized fields.
In this way, if the desired output polarization is linear, but the polarization needs to be changed dynami-
cally, as in the case of mobile antennas, full non-constant modulating signals can be sent through the common
modes of the amplitude and phase, and polarization matching can be maintained by adjusting the differential
mode of the phases.
Another way to accomplish this is to use linearly polarized transmit antennas (Figure 4.5), but in order to
achieve a full 180◦ range of polarization angles, the amplitudes of each antenna must be adjusted even when
the desired amplitude of the output field remains constant. Using two circularly polarized fields reduces the
requirements for the drivers of the antennas by keeping the phase and amplitude of the output field tied to
the common mode of the input phase and amplitude and only requiring a phase shift between the antennas to
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Figure 4.5: The superposition of two linearly polarized fields that are in phase will also result in a linearly
polarized field, where the polarization angle is determined by the relative amplitudes of the original two
linearly polarized fields.
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4.2.2 Dynamic Polarization Control Through a Single Multi-Port Driven Radiator
A single port antenna in a linear medium has a fixed polarization at a given frequency as long as it is not
rotated or otherwise manipulated mechanically. With only a single port at a given frequency, amplitude and
phase of the incoming signal are the only controls available. The amplitude cannot change the polarization of
an antenna in a linear material or it would violate superposition. A passive antenna in a linear medium is also
time invariant, which means that phase changes also do not affect the operation or polarization of a single
port antenna.
This fundamental limitation is lifted once more than one port is introduced. In the previous section, the
second port was on a second antenna, but by using an MPD antenna, introduced in Chapter 3, additional ports
can be utilized within the same antenna. The multiple ports enable the designer to set relative phases and
amplitudes at different points on the antenna, which can lead to different current distributions, and thus can
affect the radiated electromagnetic field and its polarization. The analysis of the MPD from Chapter 3 shows
that a single spoke driven differentially produces a linear polarization aligned along the spoke. By combining
these polarizations at different amplitudes and phases, the polarization of the resulting electromagnetic field
can be controlled, as will be discussed in the following section.
4.3 Proof of Concept of a 2x1 Multi-Port Driven Radiator Array with
Dynamic Polarization Control1
To verify the viability of the DPC concept, a 110 GHz 2x1 MPD radiator was designed, fabricated and tested
using the IBM 32nm SOI CMOS process.
The radial DPC antenna is made up of a signal ring driven at four points against the ends of two ground
spokes that are orthogonal to each other (Chapter 3). As illustrated in Figure 4.6, the operation of this antenna
can be understood using superposition and analyzing two differential ports of the antenna at a time. The two
opposite ports of either spoke are always driven differentially and thus virtual short circuits will appear on the
ring and spokes along the axis of symmetry. This means that for this special case with two ground spokes,
the driver output impedance at the other two ports is virtually shorted, and thus can be neglected. It will
also provide additional isolation between the two pairs of ports. In this configuration standing current waves
appear on both the spokes and the ring. The currents on these lines terminated with virtual shorts are similar
to a transmission line terminated with a short circuit. If the circumference of the loop is greater than one
wavelength, but less than pi/2 wavelengths, a node will appear on the current wave on the loop, but not on
the spoke, and the large currents at the virtual shorts on both the spokes and ring will be in phase, resulting
in effective radiation (Figure 4.6).
1This design was a joint project with my colleague Amirreza Safaripour. I was responsible for the design of the MPD antenna, as
well as the array design, and the measurements. Amirreza designed the oscillators, amplifiers, and phase shifters, as well as the locking
network.
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Figure 4.6: Breaking up the MPD radiator into two using superposition shows how it can be considered as
two linearly polarized radiating elements that are overlapping in space and which are somewhat isolated from
each other due to being driven at the axis of symmetry of the other set of drives. This enables the DPC
radiator to change its polarization by changing the amplitude and phase of the two radiating subparts. Below
each subpart is a depiction of the two current distributions for each subpart showing the nodes on the rings
that cause the currents to line up in the same direction and create effective radiation.
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These standing current waves will produce radiation that is linearly polarized along the axis of the spoke
being driven. Driving the two spokes in phase or differentially produces linear polarization along the φ = 0◦
or 90◦ planes, respectively. If each spoke is driven individually, linear polarization is produced along the
φ = 45◦ or 135◦ planes, instead. Linear combinations of these differential drives are dynamically set in
the DPC radiator to enable linear polarization at any angle. If the radiator phase setting is chosen such that
the ports are driven in quadrature, a traveling wave around the ring is created thus radiating with circular
polarization. Phase differences between in phase and quadrature produce elliptical polarization, and thus the
DPC radiator can transmit with any polarization .
The 2x1 DPC radiator array was designed in a 32nm CMOS SOI process. Other than being a 2-spoke
design, rather than an 4-spoke design, and being larger due to the lower desired frequency of this design,
the MPD antennas are designed similarly to those described in Chapter 3. It is mounted on a ground plane
and radiates upward without any external lenses, dielectric superstrates or other additional post processing of
any kind. Each radial radiator has an on-chip upper ground plane pulled back from the ring λ/4 to provide
high impedance at the drive ports and is locked to a central locking network. The locking network is made
up of a 105.5 GHz quadrature voltage controlled oscillator (QVCO) followed by three amplification stages
that then feed into phase rotators within the core of each radiator (Figure 4.7). The QVCO is made up of
two cross-coupled oscillators with quadrature coupling transistors that feed directly into a buffer amplifying
stage, as seen in Figure 4.8. The second and third amplifiers are tuned cascode amplifiers. The radiator core
has a similar set of oscillators followed by three tuned amplifiers with the addition of phase controllers that
inject currents from the locking network into the tanks of the oscillators. The quadrature phase rotators are
based on Gilbert cells and lock the radiator core. Each oscillator has varactor frequency tuning control, phase




























Figure 4.7: Block diagram of 2x1 DPC radiator array showing individual radiators, the locking network, and
control of frequency, phase and gain to enable dynamic polarization control.
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Figure 4.8: Schematics of Circuits used in the 2x1 DPC radiator array, with the VCO with first amplifier
stage on top, the cascode amplifier used for the second two stages in the lower left, and the phase rotators in
the lower right.
The 2-spoke design of the MPD antennas enables a more simple circuitry than the 4-spoke design dis-
cussed previously, as creating a quadrature oscillator is more straightforward than creating an 8-phase oscil-
lator. The MPD oscillators are capable of producing -20.5 dBm of power for each phase in simulation, which
after the amplification stages, produce 0 dBm going into each of the 4 ports of each MPD antenna. There is
amplitude control of the amplifying stages through changes in DC current through the tail transistors that can
be adjusted to adjust the power entering the ports of the MPD antenna.
Again the differential signals are kept together through the amplifier stages to enable the use of virtual
shorts, and then routed after the last amplifier stage to the appropriate feeds to create a traveling wave on the
ring. This means that two of the lines must be crossed to create a +A, +B, -A, -B arrangement from the +A,
-A, +B, -B that comes directly from the amplifying stages. In order to match the phases at the ports of the
MPD antenna, the transmission lines on the two lines that are not crossed are meandered down toward the
center of the core, as shown in Figure 4.7.
Full 3-dimensional electromagnetic simulations of the radiators using HFSS show a gain of 1.37 dBi
with linear polarization when the array is driven in a linear polarization mode, and the simulated pattern is
shown in Figure 4.9, and 0.76 dBi gain when the array is in a circular polarization mode with both radiators
radiating in the same direction, with the simulated antenna pattern shown in Figure 4.10. Linear polarization
can also be achieved when the radiators are in opposite circular polarization modes (one is right-handed, one
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is left-handed), and the maximum gain is simulated as 0.76 dBi, with a radiation pattern shown in Figure
4.11.
Figure 4.9: Simulated antenna pattern of the 2x1 radiator array in linear polarization mode showing a maxi-
mum 1.37 dBi gain.
4.3.1 Measurements of the 2x1 Multi-Port Driven Radiator Array
The fabricated chip is mounted onto a printed circuit board (PCB) and attached to a two-dimensional stepper
motor for antenna pattern measurements. The signal is received by a 22.0 dBi gain horn antenna placed 12 cm
away. The horn antenna feeds an 8th harmonic mixer that goes to an IF amplifier and to a spectrum analyzer,
and is calibrated with a PM4 Erickson power meter. The entire measurement setup is shown in Figure
4.12. The radiator draws 360 mA from a 1.3 V supply and occupies 1.2 x 2.2 mm2. Reliable polarization
control is observed at all measured angles. Broadside as well as off-axis measurements of two examples of
receiver locations of 20◦ off-axis and φ = 0, as well as 30◦ off-axis and φ = 90◦ are demonstrated, with
one-dimensional beam steering being utilized when φ = 0.
First, a linear polarization with a high axial ratio is set, and the polarization angle is swept. The full range
of polarization angles from 0◦ to 180◦ is observed in all three cases with a maximum difference in radiated
power for the different polarizations of less than 2.4 dB (Figure 4.13). This full range of polarization angles
means that the radiator can produce a field that is polarization matched with any linearly polarized target
receiver.
Next, to show control of the axial ratio, the polarization angle was held constant and the axial ratio was
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Figure 4.10: Simulated antenna pattern of the 2x1 radiator array in circular polarization mode showing a
maximum 0.76 dBi gain.
Figure 4.11: Simulated antenna pattern of the 2x1 radiator array with each radiator in an opposite circular
polarization mode to produce a linear polarization, and again showing a maximum 0.76 dBi gain.
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Figure 4.13: Measurements showing a full tuning range from 0◦ through 180◦ while maintaining axial ratios
above 10 dB the entire time for 3 directions of radiation: broadside, with the beam aimed broadside, 20◦
off axis in the axis of the array, with the beam aimed toward the direction of the receiver, and 30◦ off axis
perpendicular to the the axis of the array, with the beam aimed broadside.
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swept (Figure 4.14). For the broadside case, axial ratios from 2.6 dB through 14 dB are achieved. The
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Figure 4.14: Measurements showing control over the axial ratio while maintaining a fixed polarization angle
for 3 directions of radiation: broadside, with the beam aimed broadside, 20◦ off axis in the axis of the array,
with the beam aimed toward the direction of the receiver, and 30◦ off axis perpendicular to the the axis of the
array, with the beam aimed broadside.
The measured maximum effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) is +7.8 dBm at 105.55 GHz producing
a total radiated power of 0.9 mW. The maximum EIRP with only a single radiator on is +2.5 dBm, yielding
an array gain of 2.3 dB (not counting the 3 dB due to the doubling of the source power). The antenna pattern
with one-dimensional beam steering for linear polarization and polarization angle of φ = 0◦ is shown in
Figure 4.15.
The spectrum of the power captured by the receive antenna is shown in Figure 4.16.
A performance summary and table of comparison to other fully integrated radiators with on-chip antennas
in silicon without post-processing is shown in Table 4.1. To the best of the authors knowledge, this is the
first fully integrated radiator with dynamic polarization control, and additionally has the highest total radiated
power, as well as highest EIRP per element reported for a fully integrated radiator with on-chip antennas in
silicon without external modifications.
The die photo of the chip is shown in Figure 4.17.















Figure 4.15: Measured antenna patterns of the 2x1 DPC radiator array along the axis of the array and perpen-
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Figure 4.16: Measured spectrum of the 2x1 DPC radiator array shows a captured power of -27 which equates






Figure 4.17: Die Photo of 2x1 Multi-Port Driven Radiator Array with Dynamic Polarization Control.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of integrated radiating sources in silicon without external modification.
Reference This Work [78] [33] [37] [38]
Polarization Control Dynamic N/A N/A N/A N/A
Polarization Linear, Circular, Circular Circular Linear Linear
Elliptical
Linear Polarization Full 0◦-180◦ N/A N/A N/A N/A
Tuning Range
Polarization Axial Ratio 2.4-13.25 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Tuning Range (dB)
Frequency (GHz) 105.5 161 191 210 165
Radiated Power (dBm) -0.5 -2 -12.4 N/A -27
Maximum EIRP (dBm) 7.8 4.6 -1.9 5.13 N/A
Number of Elements 2 1 4 4 1
Process 32nm 130nm SiGe 65 nm 32nm 130 nm SiGe
CMOS SOI BiCMOS CMOS CMOS SOI BiCMOS
Beam Steering 1-D N/A 2-D N/A N/A
DC Power (mW) 476 388 77 240 800∗
Area (mm2) 2.64 1 1.1 3.5 1.3 ∗
∗Includes transmitter and receiver.
4.4 Polarization Modulation
In addition to being able to control the polarization and maximize coupling between two antennas, having
control of two orthogonal polarizations means that four independent scaler dimensions of data can be sup-
ported by free space electromagnetic (EM) propagation in any given direction, for any given frequency. Two
dimensions come from the amplitude and phase of the signal of the first polarization, and two from the am-
plitude and phase of the second polarization. The amplitude and phase of the signals can also be encoded
through two signals that are 90◦ apart in phase, I and Q, which yields the same data transfer. Most antenna
systems and modulation schemes currently employed only take advantage of one polarization, and are thus
at most two-dimensional modulation schemes. Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is one such system
that takes advantage of two of the dimensions available (Figure 4.18a). By utilizing both polarizations, a
4-dimensional QAM modulation scheme (Figure 4.18b) can be envisioned, squaring the data throughput per
symbol that can be transferred.
Rather than sending 4 data streams through two polarizations, the data can also be encoded in the polar-
ization itself, as shown in Figure 4.19. One way of doing this is to encode data in the spatial angle polarization
of a linearly polarized field. If the data is transferred in this way, the phase and amplitude of the signal can
be set at will to mask the true data set, increasing the security of the stream. In fact, because the polarization
angle requires the detection of polarizations that are linearly independent to each other, it is impossible to
detect the signal with an antenna with a single output port. This can be understood by remembering that every
single port antenna has a polarization, and there is always an orthogonal polarization to it. The single port
antenna cannot distinguish between a signal that has zero amplitude or a signal with finite amplitude that is in
the orthogonal polarization. However, a polarization agile multi-port antenna or antenna array that can detect








Figure 4.18: Constellation of a 16 QAM signal that uses both phase and amplitude to send 4 bits per symbol
(a), and a possible four-dimensional 256 QAM that utilizes 16 QAM in two polarizations to send 8 bits per
symbol (b).
both polarizations can decode the polarization angle regardless of the misinformation that may be encoded in
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Figure 4.19: Example of a polarization modulation encoding scheme, where the two bits of data are coded
into the angle of the polarization.
Implementation, fabrication, and measurements of polarization modulation on an integrated radiator are
an ongoing research path.
4.5 Conclusions
Dynamic polarization control is a promising solution to combat signal power loss when the coupling between
the transmit and receive antennas is decreased due to polarization mismatch. Two ways of implementing DPC
have been presented. The first involves combining the output fields of several antennas in the far field to create
the desired polarization. One example of this that was shown depicted using two circularly polarized antennas
to create a linear polarization with a dynamically controlled polarization angle. The other implementation of
DPC radiators is to use a single MPD radiator capable of radiating any polarization on its own by controlling
the amplitude and phase of the various signals on its input ports. A proof of concept 2x1 MPD radiator array
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with DPC was presented that is capable of tuning both the axial ratio as well as the polarization angle in a
number of various modes and radiation directions. Finally, polarization modulation was proposed as a new
way to increase data throughput through a channel or to increase the security of the link, as single polarization
receivers would not be able to detect a signal sent through polarization modulation.
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Chapter 5
Optically Generated mm-Wave Power
5.1 Integrated Silicon Processes1
The integration of photonics components onto a silicon substrate can enable unprecedented increases in the
complexity of the design, similar to the systems level advances that occurred after the integration of circuits
onto the same substrate [79–82]. Currently, there are several foundries that are beginning to offer these
photonics capabilities.
The process we have been working with starts with a silicon-on-insulator wafer. This wafer has an
unroped bulk silicon substrate, with a 2 µm silicon dioxide insulator on top of it. Above that is a thin 220
nm layer of silicon that will act as the active silicon for the system and also support the propagation of light
around the chip. There are three available layers of silicon etching, two partial etches 60, and 130 nm deep,
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Figure 5.1: Cross section cartoon of the silicon photonics wafer showing silicon-on-insulator arrangement
and the three levels of silicon etching, as well as the two metal layers (Note: not to scale)
1This project was a joint collaboration with my colleagues Dr. Firooz Aflatouni and Behrooz Abiri. Firooz did the device modeling
of the traveling wave photodiode, and provided insightful discussions throughout the project. Behrooz was in charge of the optical
distribution and optical modulators, and I handled the electromagnetics and radiation.
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5.1.1 Waveguides
The primary component is the integrated silicon waveguide [87]. This can transport the light from one point
on the chip to another, and is implemented in two ways. The first is a strip waveguide, which is created by
etching the silicon all the way down to the insulator level, leaving a rectangular prism shaped silicon line that
guides the light as a dielectric rectangular waveguide, as shown in the cross section of the device in Figure
5.2 [88]. The second way to create a waveguide is using rib waveguides [89]. In this method, the silicon on
the outside of the line is not etched all the way to the insulator, but rather puts the waveguide on a pedestal of
silicon, as shown in the cross section in Figure 5.3. The light is still guided by the waveguide, but the mode
is distributed in a larger area and has less loss. The downside of these rib waveguides is that the radius of








Figure 5.2: Cross section cartoon of a strip waveguide, where the light would be going into or coming out of








Figure 5.3: Cross section of the rib waveguide, where the light would be going into or coming out of the
page, and is contained both within the waveguide as well as in the pedestal surrounding it.
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5.1.2 Photodiodes
Another component of the integrated silicon photonics process is the photodiode. The photodiode is imple-
mented as a silicon germanium PIN type photodiode. A layer of germanium is deposited onto the P-type
silicon, and the top level of the germanium doped N-type. When light passes into the germanium, electron-
hole pairs are created, and a current is formed that can be detected. In general, the diodes are reverse biased to
increase the depletion width of the diode junction, and to ensure that as many charge carriers reach the diode
terminals as possible by increasing the electric field across the junction. Device simulations put the respon-
sivity of the diode at around 0.8 A/W. The light enters laterally into the side of the diode, and is modeled as a
traveling wave diode, or a series of diodes in parallel, with inductances and capacitances modeled [90].Thus
even though the phase of the signal changes as the light travels through the germanium, a similar phase shift
will occur in the electronic path through the delay of the metal lines.
The diode was optimized for maximum bandwidth and responsivity, and has a 3 dB simulated bandwidth
of 30 GHz. This first pole is primarily due to the junction capacitance of the diode. A second pole that is
due to the transit bandwidth is expected around 120 GHz. A load-pull can be run, similar to the design of a
power amplifier, and the optimal impedance for a given frequency can be shown. When operated at the 3 dB
bandwidth of 30 GHz, the load pull has an optimum impedance of 300 Ω, and produces a maximum -4 dBm
output power, as shown in Figure 5.4. In order to use this diode in a THz frequency multi-port driven (MPD)
radiator, the load pull is run at 350 GHz, and shows an optimum load of 200 Ω that produces -25 dBm power,
shown in Figure 5.5.
5.1.3 Optical Phase Modulators
A third component used in this process is optical phase modulators [91]. Phase modulation is accomplished
in two ways: thermally or through carrier depletion. Phase modulators are used that can work in either mode.
For a unit section of phase modulation, a P-type region is run along one side of a waveguide, and an N-type
region is run along the other. Contacts are placed on both sides of both doping regions, as shown in Figure
5.6. In order to use the phase modulator in thermal mode, the two contacts on the input are tied together, and
the two contacts at the output are tied together, and a voltage is passed across them. The doped regions of
silicon act as resistors, and as the voltage increases, the power dissipated in the resistors increases and the
waveguide’s temperature increases. As the temperature increases, the index of refraction decreases, causing
a phase shift in the optical signal over the same length. Carrier injection mode is achieved by tying the two
P-well contacts together, and the two N-well contacts together, and controlling the voltage between them.
A faster modulator, on the order of tens of GHz, can be achieved by using the diodes in reverse bias, and
controlling the width of the depletion region in the waveguide, which changes the index of refraction and
thus the phase, but the gain of the phase shift is very low, requiring a large length of modulator that results
in higher loss. The diodes can also operate in forward bias, and the gain of the phase shift increases, but the
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Figure 5.4: Load pull of the saturated photodiode at 30 GHz shows with an optimal load of 300 Ω, the
photodiode can produce a maximum of -4 dBm.
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Figure 5.5: Load pull of the saturated photodiode at 350 GHz shows with an optimal load of 200 Ω, the
photodiode can produce a maximum of -25 dBm.
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diode turning on and off has a lower bandwidth of less than a GHz. For this design we use modulators with














Figure 5.6: Layout of the optical modulator that has two contacts on each doping region to enable phase
modulation in either a thermal or carrier injection mode.
5.1.4 Metal Stack
Finally, the available metal stack is two metal layers as shown in Figure 5.1. Having only two metal lay-
ers severely limits the electromagnetic structure possibilities compared to more mature integrated circuit
processes, but because there are two metals, transmission lines, inductors, and antennas can still be imple-
mented. The contact resistance for the original designs was expected to be less than 500 Ωcm◦, which is
higher than in modern integrated circuit (IC) processes, but still allows for good connections to the diodes.
The sheet resistance of the metals is similar, though slightly lower than the metals used in the ICs used for
the fully electronic versions of the MPD radiator. The large benefit to the radiating structures is that the bulk
of the silicon is unroped, reducing a very large source of loss that occurs in the other designs. It also makes
the design very tricky, as the substrate itself becomes a resonator with a high quality factor, and all of the
tolerances to substrate dimension inaccuracy become much less.
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5.2 Producing THz Signals from Two Lasers
A radio frequency (RF) current can be generated from the photodiode if power from two optical frequencies
are input into the diode. The diode acts as a rectifier, that is, it takes the input optical signals and outputs
a current response that is proportional to the power of the optical drive. If two optical signals are added
together, the rectification produces a beat frequency, and the difference of the two frequencies is produced in
the electrical domain as shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: THz signal production scheme using two lasers with slightly different frequencies in the optical
domain to produce a THz beat frequency at the output of the photodiode in the electrical domain.
The two optical signals, E1 and E2 can be written as
E1 =
√




P2 cos(ω2t+ φ2). (5.2)
To simplify the analysis, we assume the power levels are the same, or P1 = P2 = P . When added together,
E1+E2 =
√














The power of this field is proportional to the square of the electric field, and assuming the diode completely
rectifies out the optical carrier frequency, and outputs a current, Id, proportional to the magnitude of the beat
envelope power with responsivity R, the current produced by the diode
Id = 4PR cos
2
[




Id = PR+ PR cos [(ω1 − ω2)t+ φ1 − φ2] . (5.5)
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Considering only the AC current, and removing the DC offset yields
IdAC = PR cos [(ω1 − ω2)t+ φ1 − φ2] . (5.6)
This shows that RF produced by the diode will be at the difference in optical frequencies, and that the
phase of that signal will be the difference between the two optical phases. Like any real rectifier, there are
poles associated with the photodiode that limit its performance at high frequencies, leading to the 30 GHz 3
dB bandwidth reported in the previous section.
5.2.1 Radio Frequency Phase Shifting Using Optical Phase Modulators
To control the phase of the output RF signal, the phases of the input optical signals can be delayed, causing
a phase shift in the optical signal. It is important to note the difference that a time delay before or after the
two optical signals have been combined affects the phase shift of the electrical signal. The phase that matters
in the end is the electrical phase, which is the phase of the beat signal. The beat phase is determined by the
difference between the two phases of the signal frequencies.
We can also realize that a time delay ∆t causes different phase shifts ∆φ for the different optical signals,
where
∆φ1 = ω1∆t1, (5.7)
and
∆φ2 = ω2∆t2. (5.8)
Because the phase of the beat signal at the diode is determined by the difference between these two phases,
∆φd = ∆φ1 −∆φ2 = ω1∆t1 − ω2∆t2. (5.9)
This means that if only one of the two optical signals is delayed (∆t2 = 0), then
∆φd = ω1∆t1, (5.10)
which produces a phase shift in the beat signal equal to the phase shift seen in the optical signal caused by
that delay. However, if both signals are delayed by the same mount (∆t1 = ∆t2 = ∆t) then
∆φd = (ω1 − ω2)∆t, (5.11)
which is a phase shift that corresponds to the phase shift of that delay at the beat frequency. In this way, if
a very high gain phase shift is desired, delaying only one of the two optical signals produces phase shifts at
the beat frequency at optical phase-shifting delays. However, if a precise beat phase is desired, adding delay
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after the two signals have been combined results in a phase shift on the beat frequency that corresponds to
the phase shift for that delay at the electronic THz frequency. Both of these types of phase shifting are used
in various parts of the design, as will be described below.
5.3 Optical Multi-Port Driven Radiators on Silicon Photonics Process
The optical MPD radiator is designed and implemented at 350 GHz. It is a 2-spoke design, that replaces the
output transistors on the electrical MPD radiator with photodiodes. To increase the total power of the radiator,
two photodiodes were placed at the end of each spoke. One great benefit of the optical MPD radiator is that
the input lines are optical silicon waveguides, and do not interact in any way with the metal lines that carry
the DC and THz signals. This means that the optical lines do not need to be routed under the spokes, but
can be routed completely independently of the radiator’s metals. The radiator is designed to have a circular
polarization, with a 90◦ phase shift between each pair of driving photodiodes. The radius of the radiator ring
is 100 µm, and bias to the photodiodes is provided through a single connection from the ring to the outer
VDD plane over one of the ground spokes, as seen in Figure 5.8. The length of the line is λ/2, providing a
high impedance on the VDD spoke, and causing a minimal effect on the RF current distribution.
The optical light signal is coupled into the waveguides by either a grating coupler from the top [92], or
edge coupled from the side. The benefit of the grating coupler is that it is mechanically compatible with RF
probing, and thus alignment using the current equipment available in the lab is easier. However, once aligned,
the fiber can be glued using the edge coupler and is more robust, especially once the chip begins to move,
for example to rotate to take antenna pattern measurements. Because of this, both couplers were used on the
chip, with a Y-junction combining structure used to send signal into the main line.
The unit radiator takes an optical waveguide with both laser frequencies already combined. This signal
is split into 4 using two layers of Y-junction dividers. Each of the four signals are sent to the photodiodes
with the appropriate delay, and are split once more directly before feeding the diode pair, as seen in Figure
5.9. Using two diodes per MPD antenna input enables a higher total output power before the diodes saturate,
and provides a better impedance match to the antenna. The phase shifting is accomplished by meandering
the lines by different amounts once they split within the unit radiator to provide different time delays at each
diode. Figure 5.10 shows the entire radiator with both the optical as well as the THz halves shown.
The 90◦ phase shifting for each diode occurs after the lasers have been combined into the same waveguide,
which means that the delay must be equal to the delay for 90◦ at 350 GHz, rather than at optical frequencies.
This is important because it means that very small differences in delay due to process variation have much
less of an impact than if the phase was caused by delays corresponding to the optical frequency.
This basic unit radiator is used in 3 separate 2x2 radiator array designs. The first combines the lasers off
chip, and routes the combined signal from the input coupler to the 4 radiators after two stages of Y-junction
dividers, without any dynamic phase modulators (Figure 5.11). The second has phase modulators for each





Figure 5.8: Overhead view of the metal structures of the optical MPD antenna, with the VDD lines highlighted
in pink, and the ground lines in blue. The four photodiode locations that drive the signal ring against the
ground spokes are marked as well.





Figure 5.9: Distribution of the optical signal for a single MPD radiator shows phase shifting by using mean-
dered delay lines.
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Figure 5.10: The layout of an optically driven MPD radiator, with the optical and THz sections both shown
on top of each other. The optical waveguides are in black, the photodiodes are in white, the ground lines are
in light orange, and the VDD lines are in brown.
of the four radiators to enable beam steering of the array (Figure 5.12), and the third uses a mirror image of
the optical distribution network for two of the radiators to enable multi-antenna dynamic polarization control
(Figure 5.13).
The maximum gains for the first two radiators is 12.1 dBi, with the antenna pattern shown in Figure 5.14.
The third chip with dynamic polarization control (DPC) has a simulated 10.9 dB gain and the antenna pattern
is shown in Figure 5.15. With each diode providing -25 dBm, the 32 diodes provide -10 dBm output power,
yielding a simulated effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) for the first two chips of 2.1 dBm, and an EIRP
of the third chip of 1.0 dBm. The DPC array has phase modulators that control the relative phase of each type
of polarization separately. As discussed in Chapter 4, the summation of the two circular polarizations will
result in a linear polarization, whose polarization angle is determined by the difference in phase between the
two polarizations. In this way, the polarization angle of the resulting linearly polarized field can be controlled
fully from 0◦ through 180◦ simply by changing the relative phases of the two radiator polarizations. Figure
5.16 shows this tuning, where the polarization angle is tuned over the full range, while the gain of the antenna
has a maximum deviation of 0.35 dB from the mean, and the polarization ratio, defined as the ratio of the two
circularly polarized field remains within 0.045 dB of 0 dB, which implies very good linear polarization.
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Figure 5.11: Layout of the first chip, a 2x2 optically driven MPD radiator array that does beam forming, but
that does not have any optical phase modulators.
Figure 5.12: Layout of the second chip, a 2x2 optically driven MPD radiator array that has optical phase
modulators for each of the radiators that enables beam steering.
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Figure 5.13: Layout of the third chip, a 2x2 optically driven MPD radiator array where two of the radiators
are right hand circularly polarized, and two are left hand circularly polarized, with optical phase modulators
that enable dynamic polarization control.
Figure 5.14: Antenna pattern of the beam forming and beem steering (Chips 1 and 2) 2x2 optically driven
MPD radiator arrays showing a maximum gain of 12.1 dBi radiated upward.
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Figure 5.15: Antenna pattern of the 2x2 optically driven MPD radiator array with dynamic polarization
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Figure 5.16: Simulation showing the full 0◦ through 180◦ control of the polarization angle of the optically
driven MPD radiator array with DPC (upper left). The maximum fluctuation in the polarization ratio is -
0.045 dB (upper right), with a maximum deviation of the antenna gain is 0.35 dB from its mean at 10.9 dBi
(bottom).
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5.3.1 Measurements from Optical Multi-Port Driven Antennas
DC measurements from the first fabrication run of the optical MPD antennas have been performed. Simulated
estimates, as well as those provided by the fabrication service of the contact resistances were off by an order
of magnitude, and contacts to the active regions of the substrate were often non-existent.
The dark current (current when light sources are off) of a single diode was measured in a test structure to
be 2 uA at a 4V bias, meaning that for 32 diodes in the array, we expected 64 uA. However, after measuring
multiple chips, they drew dark currents in the range from 16 uA through 35 uA, suggesting that many of the
diodes were not being contacted.
Also, test structure Y-junction dividers show significantly more loss at 1.5 dB than the simulated 0.8 dB.
In addition, in the initial simulations, an additional 3 dB of optical loss due to having two types of input
couplers that are combined with a Y-junction combiner were not taken into account. Overall, this leads to an
additional 11 dB less power in the optical path going to the diodes.
Taking into account the additional optical loss and the loss due to the larger contact resistances, the
expected EIRP of the radiated signal falls to -20 dBm EIRP, which is below the noise floor of our current
measurement setup.
5.3.2 Improvements for Second Fabrication Run
Taking these issues into account, a second fabrication run is underway. While numerous small improvements
have been made to overcome the issues from the first run, the overall design has remained the same. The
first change was in the layout of the diode. The contact areas were increased by a factor of 3 to lower the
overall contact resistance of the diode. The Y-junction combiners were also redesigned to lower their loss to
a simulated 0.3 dB. The final splitting of the power into 2 diodes per antenna port has been removed, and a
single diode now drives each port. This was done to ensure that the diodes can be saturated by the lasers.
Finally, the dual input couplers have been removed. For chip 1 and 3, grating couplers were kept, and chip
2 now uses edge couplers only. This removes the first Y-junction combiner that was adding 3 dB of extra
optical loss to the system. With these improvements, the simulated EIRP of the first two chips improves to -2
dBm, and -3 dBm EIRP for the third chip, well within the noise limits of our measurement setup.
5.4 Conclusion
There are several interesting opportunities that are arising for designers as the integration of photonics com-
ponents onto silicon increases. While these processes are currently very early in their design cycles, and
performance cannot always be accurately predicted by models, it is expected that these issues will be worked
out as the process matures. These photonics processes are expected to support transistors soon, and eventually
integrate light sources on chip. At that point there should be many opportunities to integrate more complex
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systems that currently occupy entire benchtop setups, which can enable entirely new applications that are
currently not possible or cost prohibitive.
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Chapter 6
Self-Healing of an Integrated Multi-Port
Driven Radiator Array
The multi-port driven (MPD) radiator suffers from many of the same ailments of mm-wave power amplifiers
(PAs) that prompted the investigation of a self-healing mm-wave power amplifier that is discussed in Chapter
7. The MPD radiator can also benefit greatly from a self-healing system, as phases and amplitudes matching
of multiple mm-wave signals at significantly different locations of an integrated circuit can often end up
mismatched. The issues of impedance mismatch due to antenna interaction with the near field are also
present, as are variation due to process, mismatch, temperature, and aging, making the MPD radiator an ideal
candidate for a self-healing system.
The fundamental difference between the self-healing MPD radiator and the self-healing power amplifier
has to do with the detection of the performance metrics. While it is still feasible to directly detect the DC
power consumed by the radiator, detecting the output power is significantly more difficult. The PA had a
single output that could be tapped with a coupled transmission line to directly measure the power being
delivered to the load. On an MPD antenna, there are individual drive points for each spoke, and if the radiator
is an array of MPD antennas, the number of output drives increases. On top of that, the desired metric is
not just the output power, but also the far-field radiated pattern, and the far-field radiation cannot be directly
detected by integrated sensors on a chip. This means that indirect sensors must be employed to detect enough
information about the circuit operation to make an inference about the far-field radiation.
One way of doing this it to create substrate mode pickup sensors.An integrated MPD antenna will initially
radiate most of its power downward, into the substrate. It can either be radiated out through the backside of
the substrate, or reflected off of a ground plane and radiated upward out through the top of the chip. Either
of these use cases will create undesired substrate modes within the substrate. Accurate detection of these
substrate modes can yield enough information to be able to identify the drives of the MPD antenna, and thus
are enough to recreate the far field pattern.
Substrate mode sensors are ideal sensors for this application because the power coupled to the substrate
is lost to the system, and is thus a waste. With direct power measurements, such as the radio frequency (RF)
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power sensor in the PA, the goal is to only siphon off the minimum power required to accurately detect the
total power to the load, as any additional power will degrade the performance. On the other hand, because
the substrate mode power is already a waste, as much power as needed can be pulled from the substrate. It is
important, however, that the substrate sensors do not affect the useful radiation of the circuit, so care must be
taken to couple only power from the substrate and not from the useful radiation. An algorithm is then used
to modify the state of the radiation parameters based on the collected data. This process can occur once or
be used as an iterative optimization, until an optimum actuation state is found for all actuators. If variables in
the system such as environment change, the healing can be run again.
6.1 Mode Pickup Sensor Simulations
Proof-of-concept simulations have been performed to validate the viability of these pickup sensors. The first
preliminary designs were done with a 2x2 MPD circularly polarized radiator array designed to radiate at 94
GHz radiating downward and shown in Figure 6.1. Most of the substrate in such a radiator is covered in a
ground plane, and thus slot-type antennas placed within the ground plane are a natural fit for the substrate
sensors. For this simulation, slot dipole antennas were placed in alternating polarizations along the X and Y
axes. The aim here is to be able to pick up information about the electric field at various points in the chip
and at various polarizations.
Figure 6.1: The simulation setup showing a 2x2 MPD radiator array and four sets of slot dipole mode pickup
sensors, each with two sensors in each polarization.
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The slots are small compared to the wavelength, meaning that they will not affect the radiation pattern
much, while picking up enough power to sense effectively. The pickup sensor ports were terminated with a
50 Ω load to represent the input impedance of the power sensor they are attached to. A simplified drawing of
the system is shown in Figure 6.2. The sensors are labeled A,B,C, and D, for each of the +X , -X , +Y and
-Y directions. The radiators are designated as R1 through R4, with phases at each port marked.
Figure 6.2: A simplified diagram of the simulation, showing each of the 16 driver input ports as well as the
16 sensor outputs.
6.1.1 Sensing Changes In Substrate Thickness
The first test was to see if there was enough data in these sensors to determine errors in the thickness of the
substrate. To demonstrate the ability of these sensors to detect change in substrate height, which will affect
substrate modes, substrate heights (zsub) of 175 µm, 225 µm and 275 µm were simulated, and sensor outputs
compared. The entire structure was simulated in a 3-dimensional electromagnetic simulator, and the relative
phases of the driver ports were varied.
The gain and directivity of the radiator array in the nominal case of 175 µm thick substrate is plotted in
Figure 6.3, and show a maximum gain of 9 dB and directivity of 13 dB, which is the optimum condition for
this system.
The sensor ports output the voltages seen in Figure 6.4. The Y axis of this plot shows the voltage gener-
ated at each sensor, while the X axis of the plot denotes the position on the chip where the sensor is located,
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Figure 6.3: Antenna pattern for 2x2 MPD radiator array under nominal conditions showing gain (left) and
directivity (right) and downward radiation
(sensors on the +X axis of the structure are plotted as 0, +Y as 1, -X as 2, and -Y as 3). The A sensors are
plotted as SniffA in red, B sensors are SniffB in dark blue, C sensors are SniffC in magenta, and D sensors
are SniffD in cyan. The total input power into the radiator is also shown in dBm. This format of plot will be
used to consider the sensor output going forward. Note that when everything is symmetric, the sensors at the
same position (A, B, C, or D) are all roughly picking up the same voltage.
Figure 6.4: Nominal output from the 16 sensors. Each sensor location (A,B,C, or D) is plotted as a trace,
with each axis being assigned a value on the independent axis, as denoted in the figure.
The next simulation was run with the substrate thickness increased to 225 µm. Figure 6.5 shows the gain,
directivity, and sensor outputs at this thickness. The peak gain has reduced from 9 dBi down to 6 dBi, and
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the directivity from 13 dBi down to 10 dBi. This 3 dB decrease in the performance of the antenna shows up
in the sensor output voltages, with the D sensors along the outside of the chip going up by 60%, and the B
sensors going down by more than a factor of 4. The entire system is still symmetric, so similar sensors on
each axis are still close to the same levels.
Figure 6.5: The antenna patterns for gain (upper left) and directivity (upper right) as well as the sensor output
voltages when the substrate thickness is 225 µm.
Setting the thickness to 275 µm detunes the system even further. Figure 6.6 shows the gain, directivity, and
sensor output under these conditions. The peak gain has now dropped to below 0 dBi, with peak directivity
down to 6 dBi. The fact that the gain is falling faster than the directivity shows that the efficiency of the
system is decreasing. The design is now about an order of magnitude off of its peak condition. At this
point, the voltages on D have gone back down to similar levels to the nominal, but the sensors of A have
continued to rise from 0.2 mV to 0.4 mV to 0.6 mV as substrate height increased. The sensors on B have also
increased compared to the case of a 225 µm substrate. These simulations indicate that there is indeed enough
information in the sensors to detect variations in substrate thickness, though the mapping from the sensors is
complex. Different sensors are better at detecting different non-idealities. In this case, the sensors nearest the
center were picking up a substrate mode that increased in power as the substrate thickness increased, which
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led both to a decrease in radiated gain, and an increase in the voltage picked up by sensor A.
Figure 6.6: The antenna patterns for gain (upper left) and directivity (upper right) as well as the sensor output
voltages when the substrate thickness is 275 µm..
6.1.2 Sensing Perturbations in Drive Phases
The second test for these mode pickup sensors is to see if they can detect changes in the phases of the drive
points on the radiators. One way the phases can become mismatched is if an entire radiator’s phases are off
by a fixed amount. This would occur if there was mismatch in the delays of the locking networks for the
radiators, where the locking signal for one radiator was different than the rest. Figure 6.7 shows the case
when a single radiator has a phase shift of 30◦. One should notice that the sensors on B and C are acting
inverted to each other. For radiator 1 and 3, the C sensors on the Y axis increase, while the ones on theX axis
decrease. The B sensors on the Y axis meanwhile decrease and on the X axis increase. This is the opposite
for radiators 2 and 4, and gives a good clue as to which of the radiators is off. Sensor A can yield additional
data, as the A sensor with the maximum voltage is always the one just counterclockwise to the radiator that
is leading. Similarly the shape of the D sensors is unique to each radiator being out of phase, and can be used
in the mapping from the sensor data back to the radiator phases.
A similar mapping can be obtained for a single radiator with a negative phase shift of 30◦, as shown in
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Phase of Radiator 1 = 30° Phase of Radiator 2 = 30° 
Phase of Radiator 4 = 30° Phase of Radiator 3 = 30° 
Figure 6.7: Sensor outputs when a single radiator is 30◦ ahead in phase.
Phase of Radiator 1 = -30° Phase of Radiator 2 = -30° 
Phase of Radiator 4 = -30° Phase of Radiator 3 = -30° 
Figure 6.8: Sensor outputs when a single radiator is 30◦ behind in phase.
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Figure 6.8. A similar, but inverted pattern for sensors B and C is observed. The key difference here is the
relationship between the C and A sensors. While the A sensor always had a maximum when the C sensor had
a minimum when the phase shift was positive, the maximum at the A sensor now occurs when the C sensor is
also at peak. In this way, a single radiator whose phase is incorrect can be identified, and it can be determined
if the radiator is leading or lagging.
Another variation that can potentially cause degradation in the system is if an individual port within the
ring is out of phase. This will degrade the system as the traveling wave along the radiator ring will encounter
a drive point that is not adding perfectly coherently, which will lower the efficiency and also increase power
lost to substrate modes. As stated above, changing port X will change the relative phase the X◦ ports in each
of the rings, so setting port 0 = 30◦ will perturb the 0◦ ports to 30◦ in each of the rings. Each of the 4 sets of
ports were set forward 30 ◦, and then set back 30◦, and the sensor results are shown in Figure 6.9
These variations also produce a unique signature similar to the ones when an entire ring is perturbed.
Sensors B and C now are moving in phase with each other, while sensor D is inverted from that pattern.
A pattern where each plot is shifted 1 unit to the right between plots is also observed, as the ports being
perturbed rotate 90◦ counterclockwise between each plot. This shows that individual perturbations in driver
phase can be sensed by these pickup sensors.
The ability of the sensors to sense variation is not limited to variation in driver phase, but is applicable
to any variation that affects the radiation of the system. Thus with the proper healing algorithm block and
actuator space, knowing the cause of the variation is no longer necessary; the system only needs to be able to
sense that a variation occurred, needs to be able to find an actuation that counters the perturbation, and then
needs to be able to sense that the system is once again operating at an optimal state.
6.2 Mode Pickup Test Structures in 2x1 Multi-Port Driven Radiators1
Substrate mode slot ring sensors were added as test structures to test the feasibility of this concept on the 120
GHz 2x1 MPD radiator presented in Chapter 4. The locations of the mode pickup sensors are marked on the
chip topcell layout in Figure 6.10
The slots ring sensors enable multiple polarizations of the substrate mode to be sensed at the same location
because sense voltages are tapped off on each side, as seen in the layout in Figure 6.11. The sensor voltage
is put to the gate of a transistor in cutoff that acts as a rectifier that converts the 120 GHz signal to DC. A
stage of current amplification is followed by a conversion to voltage and two stages of differential amplifiers,
where the opposite side of the amplifier is biased with a dummy rectifier circuit with no input for matching,
as shown in Figure 6.12.
Simulations show that similar mapping should be possible with these slot ring sensors. An issue arose
in these sensors with offset voltage mismatch causing the sensors to rail high or low. Measurements show
1Amirreza Safaripour also collaborated on this aspect of the project and designed the schematics of the sensor circuitry while I
designed the electromagnetic slot ring pickups of the substrate modes, did the physical layout, and the measurements.
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Ports 0 = 30° Ports 0 = -30° 
Ports 90 = 60° Ports 90 = 120° 
Ports 180 = 210° Ports 180 = 150° 
Ports 270 = 240° Ports 270 = 300° 
Figure 6.9: Sensor outputs when a single port of each radiator is 30◦ ahead or behind in phase.







Figure 6.10: Topcell layout of the 2x1 MPD radiator array with self-healing substrate mode pickup sensors.
Figure 6.11: Diagram of an individual slot ring substrate mode pickup sensor, with four sense ports, two for
each polarization.
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Figure 6.12: Schematic of the sensor rectifying circuitry.
the sensors are picking up substrate modes, as they will still vary up to 15 mV. However, due to the large
differences in the absolute magnitude of the sensor voltage from the expected nominal amount, a mapping
was not able to be constructed from the sensors to the output radiation for this version of the chip. Rectifying
this issue in future designs and constructing the mapping of the mode pickup sensors to the radiation pattern
is an ongoing research goal.
6.3 Self-Healing a 2x2 Radiator Array2
A 2x2 array of radial MPD radiators at 120 GHz with integrated self-healing has been designed and is cur-
rently being fabricated. A brief summary of the progress on this project is presented below.
A block diagram for this self-healing system is shown in Figure 6.13. Each individual radiator is the same
as in the 2x1 radiator described in the previous section. The schematics of the radiator core are also the same,
but the sizes of all of the transistors have around doubled to produce higher output power, and the matching
networks have been retuned. The phase interpolators and amplitude biasing are controlled locally within the
radiator core by on-chip DACs that are controlled by an integrated micro-controller. The sensors employed
for this system are DC current sensors to detect the DC power consumption, and mode pickup sensors, that
sense the substrate modes and are then mapped to the far field radiation patterns. The updated mode pickup
sensors are capable of detecting both phase and amplitude, enabling more accurate mapping of the substrate
modes to the radiated field than the amplitude sensors of the first design were able to do.
In terms of radiator performance, the gain of the 2x2 array has a maximum gain of 1.8 dBi which when
combined with the output power of the amplifiers of 20 dBm, leads to a simulated effective isotropic radiated
power (EIRP) of 21.8 dBm. This version of the chip still has full phase control of the radiator oscillators, so
2Contributions to this project were made by Amirreza Safaripour, Kaushik Dasgupta, Alex Pai, and myself. I was in charge of the
antennas and radiation, as well as the locking network distribution. Amirreza programed the digital controller, did the digital routing, the
locking oscillator, the circuitry within each radiator, the mode pickup sensors and the healing algorithm. Kaushik designed the digital to
analog converters (DACs) and analog to digital converters (ADCs), and Alex designed the DC sensor.
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Figure 6.13: Block diagram of the fully integrated self-healing 2x2 MPD radiator array, with substrate mode
pickup sensors and DC current sensors, as well as phase actuation for all four radiators and DC operating point
bias actuators on the four radiators and the locking network, all controlled by an integrated micro-controller.
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it is also able to do dynamic polarization control as well as beam steering.
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Chapter 7
Self-Healing Power Amplifier
7.1 Motivation for Self-Healing
Continual advances in integrated circuit (IC) fabrication have opened up numerous new applications and
design possibilities for millimeter-wave (mm-wave) systems that previously were not possible and/or not
economically feasible [4, 5, 25, 26]. In addition, improvements in power generation in silicon processes have
made silicon power amplifiers (PA’s) viable [27–32, 93]. Making the PA’s in a silicon process allows for
greater integration with the rest of the transceiver and reduces the cost. These advances also come with
new challenges because with every reduction in minimum feature size, as the industry moves to smaller and
smaller process nodes, variation between ICs as well as between transistors within a single IC continues to
increase [39–45]. This is compounded by the fact that the digital processing market is the primary driving
force behind this scaling, leading to foundries optimizing their device models mainly for digital use. Thus
models that are reliable at mm-wave frequencies are often not available early in the node’s development stage.
These transistor variations and model inaccuracies, as well as other sources of performance degradation, such
as environmental variations, critically impact high power mm-wave designs in nanometer scale CMOS tech-
nologies and reduce the yields of such designs. Environmental variations can be caused by many things, but
one of the important issues for PA’s is antenna load impedance mismatch [47]. This occurs when the envi-
ronment interacts in the near field of the antenna and changes the load impedance looking into the antenna.
The ability of PA’s to function properly under load impedance mismatch conditions becomes an especially
critical issue when they are being used in a phased array [4, 5, 49–52]. In a phased array, the load impedance
that needs to be driven by a PA changes when signal from other nearby elements of the array are coupled
back through the antenna. Due to the fact that a mm-wave PA is tuned to provide the optimal impedance to
the driving stage, any change in load impedance will be away from that optimal and will degrade the PA’s
performance [48]. Other sources of degradation include degradation due to aging [46, 94] and temperature
variation.
This chapter will present self-healing as a method to reduce the adverse affects of process and environ-
mental variation for mm-wave power amplifier (PA) design. Along the way, the design and measurement of
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a proof of concept 28 GHz self-healing power amplifier from [53] will be used as an example to explain the
various self-healing concepts1.
Section 7.2 gives an introduction to self-healing and other reconfigurable circuit techniques and presents
the design goals and architecture of the example PA, followed by an examination of some of the ways these
circuits can be actuated in Section 7.3. A brief overview of the sensors, data converters, and algorithm is
then presented in Section 7.4. Finally, a case study of system level measurements of the example PA are then
presented in Section 7.5, with concluding remarks in Section 7.6.
7.2 Introduction to Self-Healing
There are two different approaches to solve the issue of performance degradation due to variation. The first
approach is to design more and more variation tolerant systems by adopting architectures and circuit topolo-
gies which are less sensitive to process and mismatch variations. These techniques have been widely adopted
in CMOS digital as well as analog designs over the years. Some of the commonly used strategies include
supply voltage optimization [95], optimum device sizing [96], process, voltage and temperature (PVT) insen-
sitive biasing methods [97], etc. The main limitation of the first approach is that with increasing variability
in nanometer CMOS, these techniques become harder to implement. In addition, for high frequency designs,
a lot of them cannot be implemented due to severe degradation in circuit performance.
The second, more scalable approach is to sense the performance degradation once it occurs and then ad-
just the system performance by using various knobs. The ability to dynamically sense and actuate critical
blocks of the system eliminates the additional design complexity of variation insensitive circuits. Self-healing
is a design methodology that takes advantage of the vast digital processing power that is available on mod-
ern CMOS processes to reduce the effects of process and environmental variation by using a feedback loop
through a digital processing core to heal the chip back to its optimum performance levels when facing per-
formance degradation caused by these variations shown in Figure 7.1. The self-healing loop starts with
integrated sensors that detect the performance of the mm-wave circuit. These sensors need careful consid-
eration as they are being implemented on the same chip as the mm-wave circuit, and thus are subject to
the same variations. They must be designed to be robust to these variations, so that their outputs are a true
measure of the mm-wave circuit’s performance, and not dependent on the variation within the sensor. The
sensor’s outputs are converted to digital bits with an analog to digital converter (ADC) that sends that data to
an integrated digital core. This core takes that data, runs an optimization on it, and controls digital to analog
converters that set actuation points within the mm-wave circuit. The actuation space of the actuators has to
be sufficiently large to cover all of the expected variation the chip may experience, while inducing a minimal
1This 28 GHz self-healing power amplifier was a joint project with Kaushik Sengupta and Kaushik Dasgupta. I was responsible for
the PA design, actuator design, system integration and system measurements. Kaushik Sengupta was responsible for the sensor designs
and the digital VHDL coding. Kaushik Dasgupta was responsible for the data converters and assisted in the system measurements.
Aydin Babakhani and Arthur Chang also provided valuable insight during initial discussions on architecture.
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Inputs Outputs
Figure 7.1: Block diagram of generic self-healing system for mm-wave circuits.
amount of performance loss due to their presence. This loop can then be iterated until an optimum actuation
state is found.
This methodology is more amenable to digital design since for high performance analog design, any sen-
sor or actuator directly affects system performance. [98] implements a system which utilizes several adaptive
processing units in addition to regular processing units and periodically turns off the system and performs
a functional check and replaces the regular units with their adaptive counterparts as necessary. A reconfig-
urable test scheme is reported in [99], where performance of a low-noise amplifier (LNA) is detected by
reconfiguring it in a feedback configuration and subsequently healed by bias control as well as passive net-
work switching. A healable mm-wave power amplifier is reported in [55–57] wherein based on output power
levels, the bias of the core amplifier is dynamically adjusted to provide constant gain. An indirect method of
sensing phase-noise is reported in [100] which utilizes correlation between phase noise and integrated sensor
outputs to optimize the system for best phase noise. On-chip PVT compensation has been demonstrated in a
2.4 GHz LNA [101] where the input of the LNA switches between off-chip and an on-chip voltage controlled
oscillator (VCO) during measurement and calibration phases respectively. A closed-loop method for healing
phase-locked loop (PLL) reference spurs is implemented in [54] where both spur estimation and correction
are performed at the VCO control voltage. The work presented in [102] demonstrates integrated phase error
detection and self-healing for use in phased array based receivers and transmitters.
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7.2.1 Self-Healing Blocks
• Sensors: The most vital aspect of sensor design for self-healing circuits is robustness. The mm-
wave circuit is designed to be cutting edge, to push the envelope of possible performance, and that
means that variations can significantly degrade performance. The sensors, on the other hand, can be
designed more conservatively, with robust design topologies and other techniques such as using non-
minimum length transistors [42]. Also, because the self-healing loop can be duty cycled, the DC power
requirements are more relaxed than in the mm-wave circuit, robust designs that are more power hungry
can still be acceptable in some circumstances. In order to design the sensors, the performance metrics
of importance must be determined. It is also important to determine if the absolute value of the metric
is important, or if it is a metric that must be maximized or minimized. In the case of mm-wave power
amplifiers, the output radio frequency (RF) power is a metric that often is bounded, but, on the other
hand, efficiency is one that should always be maximized. For metrics that are not bounded, the most
important aspect of the sensor is that it is monotonic, so that the optimizer does not get stuck on an
artificial local maximum or minimum. The exact value reported in this case does not matter as much as
the optimization will always try to maximize or minimize the metric. For bounded metrics, the sensors
need to be much more robust, as the optimizer will attempt to set the chip to a specific operating point
that is based upon the absolute value that the sensor is reporting.
• Actuators: To enable the mm-wave circuit to adapt to process and environmental variations, actua-
tors need to be built into the design. Ideally, these actuators will not affect the performance of the
mm-wave circuit, but in practice there will be some cost associated with the actuator, in the form of
performance degradation and/or power and area consumption. This means that the actuators must be
placed sparingly and be designed with the expected variation in mind. In the case of power amplifiers,
the expected variation from process variation comes in the form of threshold voltage variation and par-
asitic capacitance variation, while the environmental variation can include temperature, aging and load
mismatch. Thus, the aspects of the design that should be controlled by the actuator are the operating
points of the amplifying transistors and the matching networks.
Possible types of actuators can be separated into four broad categories, that cover most of the parame-
ters that a designer has control over when initially designing the amplifier. The first is control of gate
bias voltages. By controlling the DC voltage on the gates of the amplifying transistors, the operat-
ing point of the transistor can be controlled. This will affect DC current, transconductance, fmax of
the transistor, gain, RF saturation power, linearity, parasitic capacitances and stability. In the case of
cascode or stacked amplifiers, a combination of these parameters can be controlled by independently
controlling the various gate bias points. The second type of actuator is tuning of the passive power
combining and matching elements. Tuning of the matching elements can ensure that the input and out-
put impedances seen by the amplifier are optimal, and in the case of power combining PAs, can adjust
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the power combiner in the case of mismatch between the output stages.
The third type of actuator is to actuate the supply voltage. This can enable higher efficiency in low
power back off, while still enabling a high power mode with a higher supply voltage, but requires an
efficient tunable DC-DC converter.
The final type of actuator involves changing the sizes of the transistors themselves. This can be done by
placing many transistors in parallel and switching them in and out of the circuit. This again can help in
efficiency in low power back off by reducing the size of the amplifying transistors, but the impedance
mismatch and the loss associated with the switches can make this type of actuator cost prohibitive. In
the example design of the self-healing power amplifier, gate bias control and matching network tuning
are employed as actuators.
• Data Converters: In order to bridge the analog and digital domains, data converters must be im-
plemented on chip. The sensor data must pass through an analog to digital converter (ADC) to be
converted to digital signals that can be read by the digital algorithm. These ADCs must be robust, as
the digital algorithm only has access to the ADC’s digital output bits, so the aggregate variation of
the sensors combined with the ADC determines the accuracy of the performance metric measurement.
The analog actuators also need digital to analog converters (DACs) to enable the digital core to control
analog voltages. To keep overhead down, low power current mode DACs are used to control the analog
actuators. Some actuators such as the tunable transmission lines, however, directly take digital inputs
and thus do not require the use of DACs.
• Digital algorithm: In order to reach the optimum actuation state, the digital algorithm core needs to
first determine the performance of the mm-wave circuit from the sensors, and then decide how to adjust
the actuators to improve that performance. There are several components to the digital core that can
be separated and implemented independently. There will be components for sensor reading, actuator
writing, optimization, and global control.
The global control component will first tell the sensor reading component to deliver the sensor data
by querying the ADCs to return the state of all of the sensors. The global control component then
sends this information to the optimization component. The optimization component calculates the
performance from these sensor readings and determines the next state to set the actuators to. This is
where the algorithm itself is implemented. The global control component then delivers this actuation
state information to the actuator writing component, which sends out the bits to the DACs (for the
analog actuators) or directly to the digitally controlled actuators. By grouping the digital core into
these separate module components, more of the code can be reused between different designs, and
changes can be made to update the optimization component’s algorithm without recoding the other
supporting components.
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7.2.2 Block Level Versus Global Healing
It is important also to consider block level versus global healing. While the scope of this chapter just deals
with block level healing of just the power amplifier block, global healing of the entire transmitter can be
useful as well. For example, if the transmitter is operating in a low power back off mode, it may be advan-
tageous to adjust the gains of the preamplifiers and mixers, not just the bias points of the power amplifier to
lower the overall DC power consumption and improve efficiency, or to tradeoff between linearity and power
consumption. The entire healing digital core for the transmitter can be contained in a single centralized core,
or it can be broken up into smaller block level cores that are controlled by a transmitter level global healing
core. By incorporating self-healing both at the block level and transmitter level, maximum performance can
be achieved.


























Figure 7.2: Block level architecture of the example integrated self-healing PA. Data from three types of sen-
sors is fed through analog to digital converters (ADCs) to an integrated digital core. During self-healing, the
digital core closes the self-healing loop by setting two different types of actuators to improve the performance
of the power amplifier.



















Figure 7.3: Schematic of a single cascode amplifying stage showing connections to matching networks, gate
bias actuators, DC sensor and temperature sensor.
The PA will be a fully integrated self-healing PA at 28 GHz implemented in a standard 45 nm SOI CMOS
process (Fig. 7.2) [53]. It is a 2-stage, 2-to-1 power combining class AB PA [103]. The input dividing
network is matched to 50 Ω, and the interstage and combining network are designed to present the optimal
impedance to each stage for maximum power transfer at saturation, when the interstage networks are loaded
with the gates of the output stages, and the output combiner is loaded with 50 Ω. The first stage is half the
transistor size of the output stage, to ensure that the output stage can be fully driven into saturation. Class
AB design was chosen in order to enable linear operation and to allow for non-constant envelope modulation
schemes to be implemented.
To increase the gain of each amplifying stage, each stage is a cascode amplifier, and two stages are used
to further increase the gain. The common source transistors are 56 nm analog transistors, while the cascode
transistor is a 112 nm thick gate oxide transistor to increase the voltage breakdown of the amplifier. A
schematic of one of the output amplifying stages is shown in Figure 7.3, showing the connections through
the matching networks, as well as several of the sensors and actuators that will be discussed in the following
sections. The three matching networks use a 2-stub matching technique, and biasing is done through the AC
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short circuits at the end of the stubs. A metal AC coupling capacitor is used to allow for independent biasing
of the inputs and outputs of the amplifying stages. Full 3-dimensional electromagnetic simulations of the
matching networks including the capacitors and pads were performed to ensure proper functionality.
There are three main metrics of interest that will define the performance of the example mm-wave power
amplifier: output power, power gain, and DC power. This means that to be able to calculate the performance
of the PA, the self-healing sensors need to be able to detect input and output RF power, and DC power. RF
power sensors are thus placed at the input and output ports of the amplifier, and DC power is sensed both
electronically through DC sensors as well as thermally through temperature sensors. On the actuator side,
gate bias actuators are implemented on all amplifying stages, and the stubs of the output power combining
matching network are tunable to enable tuning of the output network. These sensors and actuators will be
















Figure 7.4: Schematic of the output power combining matching network.
An impedance mapping from the output load of 50 Ω to the optimal impedance of the output stage with
typical transistors of (7+7j) Ω showing each matching element is depicted on the Smith chart in Figure 7.5.
Because the output matching network is tunable, the two inputs to the power combiner were not isolated from
each other, providing savings in area as well as loss for the network due to the shorter transmission lines. To
design the matching network, the two output stages were assumed to be identical, and thus the impedance
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seen looking into the T-junction from either stage toward the load is twice the impedance seen looking toward
the load just after the T-junction [29]. If there is a mismatch between the two output stages, the self-healing











Figure 7.5: Mapping impedance transformation throughout the output matching network.
7.3 Actuation: Countering Performance Degradation
In order for the self-healing system to be able to improve the performance of the mm-wave circuit, actuators
that are controlled by the digital algorithm are required. It is important for the actuation space to cover the
expected space of variation, so that the optimum point for any expected variation is still within the actuation
space.
The expected process variations that are considered include chip-to-chip process variation, and mismatch
between devices on the same chip. The main sources of this variation are variation in dopant levels and
variation in gate thicknesses that affect threshold voltage and parasitic capacitance. Within the context of
power amplifier design, these types of variations will change the operating points of the transistors, can
change the maximum gain and fmax of the transistors, and will affect the desired input and output impedances
for maximum power generation. The environmental variations that will be considered include load impedance
mismatch, temperature variation and transistor degradation and failure due to effects such as aging. Load
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impedance mismatch will affect the output matching network, and will detune the system, lowering the
output RF power supplied by the output amplifying transistors, as well as possibly increasing the loss due
to the output power combiner matching network. Temperature variation will mainly show up in transistor
performance, and will affect the matching, bias and saturated power of the amplifying transistors. To a
lesser extent, it will affect the passives, and will change the matching networks, but this effect is much
less dominant. Transistor degradation due to aging will reduce the gain and saturated output power of the
transistors, and will affect the output matching, to the point where complete failure of some of the output
transistors can severely degrade the matching network’s ability to provide the optimum load impedance to the
other functional transistors. There will thus be degradation to the output signal due both to less power being
generated by the output transistors, as well as degradation due to mismatch in the output power combining
matching network.
How then do we select appropriate actuators to cover the effects of all of these variations? A good actuator
should cover a large actuation space while having a minimal impact on the performance of the amplifier in the
nominal case. Every actuator will cause some degradation, whether it be to decreased RF power, increased
DC power, or even occupying area on the chip, but keeping this degradation to a minimum will make the
system have a net positive effect on the performance once the healing loop is turned on.
There are several possible actuators for mm-wave PAs that generally fall into four categories: gate bias
voltage actuators, passive matching network tuning actuators, supply voltage actuators and transistor archi-
tecture actuators.
7.3.1 Gate Bias Actuators
Control of the gate voltages of the transistors is one of the most effective, lowest cost actuators available to
the designer. By adjusting the gate of the common source transistors and any stacked or cascode transistors,
the operating points of the transistors can be changed. These actuators can be very low cost, due to the high
DC gate resistance of CMOS transistors, so adjusting the voltage of the gate does not inherently draw any
extra DC power. In general, for class AB PA operation, the transistors should be biased such that the fmax of
the transistor is maximized. This biasing point is heavily dependent on the threshold voltage of the transistors
and can vary greatly over process variation. This can enable maximum performance at class AB saturation
situations, but control of the gate bias also enables a lowering of the DC power consumption of the power
amplifier in power back-off scenarios. There is a tradeoff on gain verses DC power in back-off.
One way to reduce the output power and achieve back-off power levels is by using a variable gain amplifier
before the PA and lower the input power of the PA, but because the PA is the dominant source of DC power
consumption, this leads to low efficiencies in back-off because the PA is drawing relatively the same amount
of DC power as in saturation, but is producing much less RF power. The other way to achieve back-off
power levels is to trade some of the gain in the power amplifier for lower DC power consumption. By
lowering the gate bias of the common source transistors, the PA will saturate at lower power levels, while
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simultaneously reducing the DC power consumption, significantly raising the efficiency of the amplifier in
back-off conditions. These actuators require analog inputs and thus will need DACs that will be discussed in
the next section to convert the digital signal sent by the algorithm to the analog voltage for the actuator. Gate
bias actuators are employed on the example PA for the gates of the common source and cascode transistors of
both paths of the input and output amplifying stages. Looking back to Figure 7.3, the gate bias actuators for
the common source transistor are input through a stub in the matching network, while the gate bias control
for the cascode stage is biased at the AC short circuit created by the AC coupling capacitor.
7.3.2 Passive Matching Network Tuning Actuators
While controlling the DC operating points of the amplifying stages can offset much of the process variation,
overcoming changes to the reactive parasitics as well as load impedance mismatch requires a change in the
matching networks themselves. The second type of actuators are passive matching network tuning actuators.
The goal of these actuators is to be able to dynamically retune the matching networks on the chip after
fabrication to account for the variations in parasitic capacitances and optimal output loads of the amplifying
transistors. Actuators can be added to any type of passive element, and as an example, two types of actuators
to create tunable transmission lines for transmission line matching networks will be considered in more depth.
For the output power combining matching network, keeping the loss to a minimum is critical, because the
output network deals with the highest power levels, and since the loss will show up in the form of attenuation
in dBs, this means that loss in the output network will result in the largest actual loss in terms of watts.
Also, for maximum performance, the amplifying transistors will be operating near their voltage break-
down and the matching network will transform the impedance to 50 Ω from a much smaller impedance,
which means that the voltage swing within the output network and at the output will be much larger than the
transistor breakdown, and any actuator transistors must not be placed such that they breakdown. On a 50 Ω
load, a peak power delivery of 16.5 dBm creates a peak to peak voltage swing of more than 6 V, so any actua-
tion transistors must be carefully placed in such a way that they do not experience breakdown when the PA is
supplying maximum power. Finally under the above two constraints, the actuators still need to cover a large
enough actuation space to cover the entire region of expected variation in the circuit as well as externally.
One way to actuate the matching networks is to change the distributed inductance (L) and or capacitance
(C) of the transmission lines. This will change both the intrinsic impedance (Z0) of the line as well as the











where 0 is the free space dielectric constant of 8.85 × 10−12F/m and µ is the permeability of the material
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and for the dielectrics within the scope of this chapter employed on standard integrated circuit (IC) processes,
is equal to the permeability of free space of 4pi × 10−7 V sAm .
The inductance can be controlled by modifying the path of the return current, while the capacitance
can be controlled by switching in many small lumped capacitances into the transmission line itself without
affecting the main path of the return current very much. These concepts were investigated, and the results are
presented in Appendix C. In the end, the additional losses created by these types of tunable transmission lines
outweighed the benefit that the tuning provided, and they were not used in the final design of the self-healing
power amplifier.
The other way to tune the passive networks is to change the length of the transmission lines. While it
would be significantly difficult to change the length of the series lines, it is possible to actuate the length of
the transmission line stubs. However, using transistors as switches on various parts of the matching network
also can lead to tradeoffs in transistor size. To have low-loss switches in the on state, the size of the transistor
is increased, but this increases capacitance in the off state. This can initially lead to a compromised design
that both loads the circuit with capacitance in the off state, and causes loss due to resistance in the on state.
One way to overcome both of these challenges is to tune just the transmission line stubs of the matching
network that are terminated with short circuits. The effective length of the transmission line can be changed


















Figure 7.6: Tunable transmission line stub has switches placed at various points along the line to short out
the signal line to the ground, changing the effective length of the stub.
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The on resistance of the switches are the dominant source of added loss due to the actuators, which
means that keeping it very low keeps the performance cost of the actuators low. Turning all of the switches
off increases the effective length of the transmission line to a maximum while turning them all on moves to
the minimum effective length. Because the voltage swing on the line when all of the switches are off increases
the closer it gets to the stub’s junction with the rest of the matching network, actuation switches are placed
from the shorted side of the stub to about 60% of the way to the junction.
Large actuation ranges can be achieved simply by placing actuation switches toward the end of the line,
which due to their proximity to the short circuit at the end of the line, keeps the voltage swing low when
the switches are off. On top of that, because the switches are being placed at regular intervals within the
transmission line, the off capacitance can be considered distributed, and can be absorbed into the transmission
line model and included in the match. This means that much larger transistors can be used and low on
resistances can be achieved. These stubs can be considered as shunt inductors at their connection to the rest
of the output network, and simulations of one of these tunable transmission line stubs shown in Figure 7.7
show a tuning range from 25 pH to 71 pH with just 8 switches, showing the large actuation space that these
actuators can achieve. Because these actuators are already digital switches, they can be set directly from the





Figure 7.7: Measurement of a single tunable transmission line stub and its effective inductance at each state.
The self-healing PA utilizes these tunable transmission line stubs on all three of the output power combin-
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ing matching network stubs. They were not used on the input matching network or the interstage matching
networks because the expected variation in impedances of the loads for those networks (gates of the first and
second amplifying stages) was small enough that the advantage of the matching networks did not warrant
the additional complexity and loss the actuators come with. The output power combining matching network
is shown in Figure 7.5, with the nominal impedance mapping from the 50 Ω load to the optimal impedance
of the output stage with typical transistors, which for this example is (7 + 7j) Ω. One additional benefit of
the matching network being tunable is that the two output amplifiers did not need to be isolated. If there is
mismatch between them, it can be minimized by tuning the output matching network.
There is another trade-off between the achievable resolution of the effective length of the stub and the
performance cost of the actuators, and for the described design, a series of 7 actuation transistors along the
line and thus 8 different effective stub lengths produces adequate resolution to cover the actuation space while
having minimal impact on the amplifier output power. An ideal shorted stub transmission line that is less than
1/4 of a wavelength can be modeled as a parallel inductor to ground, and thus the actuation of each stub can
be looked at as creating a variable inductor. Measurements were taken on a breakout cell of one of the tunable
stubs, and show a wide range of tuning from an effective inductance of 25 pH up to 71 pH, as shown in Figure
7.7.
When all three tunable stubs are incorporated into the entire matching network, they enable two-dimensional
control of the network, allowing matching from 50 Ω to an actuation space around the typical optimal
impedance, matching from a variety of output loads in the case of load impedance mismatch back to the
typical optimal impedance, or more practically some combination of both. Figure 7.8 shows the simulated
actuation space of impedances looking into the combiner due to the tunable transmission line stubs with a 50
Ω output load. Thus if there are transistor variations that cause the optimal impedance for the amplification
stages to move within that space, the actuators will be able to provide that impedance to deliver maximum
power. Looking at the inverse case, Figure 7.9 is the simulated actuation space of output load impedances
that can still be transformed back to the optimal impedance of (7+7j) Ω of the output stage with typical
transistors.
7.3.3 Supply Voltage Actuators
Another way to reduce the DC power consumption of the PA is to reduce the supply voltage to the amplifiers.
Simply lowering the voltage on-chip by dumping the power into a transistor or resistor does not actually
decrease the DC power, so efficient tunable DC-DC conversion is required for this type of actuator to be
effective. Since these types of converters fall out of the scope of this work, this type of actuator is not
considered further, but should be kept in the designer’s mind, especially if such a block is already being
implemented on-chip for other reasons and can be taken advantage of by the self-healing system.
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(7+7j) Ω
50 Ω
Figure 7.8: Actuation space of impedances that can be matched to a load impedance of 50 Ω.
50 Ω
Figure 7.9: Actuation space of load impedances that can be transformed to the typical optimal impedance of
(7+7j) Ω.
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7.3.4 Transistor Architecture Actuators
Changing the size or architecture of the transistors themselves is also a possibility for actuators for mm-
wave PAs. One can imagine that an easy way to deal with saturated output RF power degradation is simply
to increase the size of the amplifying transistors. Switching fingers of transistors in and out of the circuit,
however, can cause significant losses in performance from two dominant sources. The first is that the switches
used to switch the transistors in or out will either have higher on resistance or off capacitance, and both
will cause signal degradation. Secondly, even if perfect switches were available, changing the size of the
transistors will significantly change the desired matching network, and put much more demand on the tunable
matching networks, resulting either in more loss in the matching networks or in mismatch for some transistor
sizes. For the example PA, it was determined that the best performance could be achieved by making the
transistors large enough to cover the desired saturated output power and to use the gate bias actuators to
achieve higher efficiencies while in back off, so transistor architecture actuators were not used.
7.4 Sensors, Data Converters, and Digital Algorithm
This section will provide a brief overview of the sensors, data converters and digital algorithm blocks to give
context to the system level design and measurements to follow.
7.4.1 Sensors
Three types of sensors were implemented for this PA: a RF power sensor, a DC current sensor and a thermal
sensor designed to sense the temperature at the transistor junctions. These sensors are presented in depth
in [53, 104].
The RF sensor detects true RF power by using a directional coupler to tap off a small amount of power
from the transmission line that feeds voltage sensors at both the coupled and isolated ports. Sensing both ports
is critical as it enables true power sensing, regardless of load impedance mismatch, as the forward traveling
wave shows up at the coupled port, and the wave reflected from the load shows up on the isolated port.
The voltage sensors are implemented as transistor rectifiers followed by two stages of current amplification
through current mirrors [105–109]. RF sensors are then placed at both the input and the output of the PA,
with the coupling coefficients of the directional couplers scaled for each based upon expected power at the
input and output of the PA.
The DC current sensor detects the DC current going to the amplifying transistors. It was incorporated
into a voltage regulator that uses two operational amplifiers to set the chip VDD level to a given reference
voltage regardless of the supply VDD [61]. Keeping the required headroom to a minimum was critical, and
headrooms of 10-30 mV were achieved. The op-amps were then repurposed to also mirror 1% of the current
flowing through the main path through an auxiliary path that was converted to a voltage through a resistance.
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The thermal sensor operates by interdigitating diodes within the amplifying transistors themselves, and
comparing those diodes to ’cold’ diodes placed around 100 µm away on the chip. This gives a very localized
temperature reading that corresponds to the amount of head dissipated in each transistor, a good proxy for the
amount of DC power burned in each transistor. It is a good example of sensing performance metrics in other
domains, in this case sensing electronic power in the thermal domain. The main drawback of these sensors is
that they can only operate as fast as the transistors can heat up, which is determined by thermal time constants
that are prohibitively long. Thus, the thermal sensors were not used directly during the healing process, and
were instead used as a verification of the DC current sensors after the healing had taken place.
An overview of the three sensors is shown in Figure 7.10, and a performance summary is shown in Table
7.1
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Figure 7.10: Summary of self-healing sensors, with schematics and measurements of the DC current sensor
(upper left), the thermal sensor (upper right) and the RF power sensor (bottom)
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Table 7.1: Performance Summary of on-chip sensors implemented for the self-healing PA.
Sensors Measured Responsivity Range Sensor
Entities 1-bit resol.
True RF Power In. Power 54 mV/mW 0-10 mW 55 µW
Op. Power 8.3 mV/mW 01-100 mW 300 µW
DC Sensor DC drawn by
Ip. Stage 8.5 mV/mA 0-60 mA 280 µA
Op. Stage 4.2 mV/mA 0-120 mA 560 µA
Thermal Sensor Power dissipated
Ip. Stage 4.0 mV/mA 0-130 mW 0.75 mW
Op. Stage 2.0 mV/mA 0-260 mW 1.5 mW
7.4.2 Data Converters
Fully integrated self-healing systems require both integrated DACs and integrated ADCs. Though there
are many architectures that can be used for such a DAC [110, 111], in this system, two 6-bit DACs are
implemented using binary weighted switchable transistor-based current sources through a load resistor. One
is used to bias the cascode transistor’s gate of the amplifiers and has a range from 1.1 V to 1.95 V. The other
is used to bias the common source transistor’s gate and has a range of 450 mV to 1.05 V, and includes an
extra bit to set the voltage to 0 V to completely turn off the amplifying stage.
The ADCs are implemented as 8-bit successive-approximation-register (SAR) ADCs. The data from all
12 of the sensors (4 from RF sensors, 4 from thermal sensors, and 4 from DC sensors) were multiplexed into
3 of the ADCs on chip. The output of the ADCs are serial digital lines fed to the digital core. An R-2R based
DAC is used to enable the successive approximation. The block diagrams of the DACs and ADCs are shown
in Figure 7.11.
7.4.3 Digital Algorithm
The digital algorithm was coded in VHDL and synthesized on the chip. While this algorithm utilizes a
direct mapping of the sensor results to the performance metrics of interest, indirect mapping can also be
used [112,113]. Another option would have been to use a micro controller, but higher performance and lower
area overhead are required when the widget is coded directly. The algorithm uses a global state machine that
controls individual state machines for reading the sensors, loading the actuators, and running the optimization.
Two optimizations were implemented for this chip. The first one simply tries to maximize the output
RF power, and does a bulk search of the actuation space of 262,144 states to find it. The second one takes
a desired output power as a user defined input, and tries to meet that desired power while consuming the
minimum amount of DC power. It searches the actuation space by starting off at the lowest DC power levels,
when the biasing of the common source transistors is lowest, and does a bulk search of the cascode biasing
and the matching network tuning, and stops once it detects that it has achieved the desired output power.
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Figure 7.11: Summary of self-healing data converters, with the block diagram of the SAR ADC (upper
left), ADC response to sensor voltage and DNL measuremetns (upper right), DAC schematic (lower left) and
measured DAC output voltages (lower right)
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Because of the modular design of the coding, more efficient algorithms can be coded and integrated into













































Figure 7.12: Flowchart showing details of optimization component.
Both algorithms start off with an offset calibration step where the PA is turned off digitally and all the
sensor readings are recorded via the ADCs. This information is used as a self-calibration step that removes
any offsets in the sensor/ADC chain. The algorithms then continue as they read data from the sensors,
compute the RF output power and DC power consumption and change the actuation states to achieve the
desired performance.
The digital core uses a test setup limited clock of 25 MHz and takes 3 µS per optimization iteration (set
actuators, read all sensors, decide on next actuation state), which leads to a maximum healing time of 0.8
seconds in the case when the algorithm goes through every single actuation state.
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7.5 System Measurements
To measure the entire PA self-healing system, the chip was mounted on a printed circuit board (PCB) and
probed in the setup depicted in Figure 7.13. In order to evaluate the benefits of the self-healing, a nominal
actuation state was selected as the default state without self-healing. That state was chosen to be the one that
had best performance at saturation in simulation with typical transistors, and represents the optimal state with
the information the designer had at the time of fabrication. The DC power consumption of all of the self-
healing blocks is omitted when considering the performance of the default state, to obtain the best estimate
of the performance of the amplifier without self-healing. Because the entire self-healing loop is integrated on
the CMOS chip, to run the self-healing algorithm, a mode of operation, along with the desired output power
(if necessary), and the ’run’ command are the only things sent to the chip. The entire rest of the process is
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Figure 7.13: Measurement setup: PA chip is mounted on a printed circuit board (PCB) and probed. Calibrated
mm-wave load tuner can set load impedances up to the 4-1 VSWR circle at the tips of the probe.
7.5.1 Self-Healing Measurements with 50 Ω Load
The healing ability of the amplifier for 50 Ω loads is presented first. Figure 7.14a shows the output power
verses input power for an amplifier in its default state, as well as one that has been healed for maximum
output power at low input power levels, and one that has been healed for maximum output power at the 1 dB
compression point, the point where the gain has compressed 1 dB compared to the small signal gain. This
plot shows the improvement in output power that can be achieved using self-healing, but also shows that
there is no one optimal state for all input powers. The optimum load impedance for the maximum output
power from the output amplifying transistors varies based upon the input power levels, and thus by tuning
the matching network for the current power level, the corresponding optimal matching network can be found.
This is an added benefit of the self-healing system, as it can be healed for the desired power level, and if that
desired power level changes, it can be healed again. Near saturation where the default state was designed, it
is close to the optimum, and thus there is not as much room for improvement. However, the default match at
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small signal is farther from the optimum, and thus there self-healing can provide larger improvements to the
performance. After healing, the PA achieves a small signal gain of 21.5 dB, with output powers of 16 dBm
at saturation and 12.5 dBm at the 1 dB compression point while drawing 520 mW of DC power at 28 GHz.
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Figure 7.14: (a) Self-healing for maximum output power at small signal and near 1 dB compression point.
Histograms of 20 chips in (b) back-off and (c) near 1 dB compression show improvement in output power as
well as decrease in variation between chips with healing.
Because the default state without self-healing is designed for an amplifier near saturation, the default state
is closer to optimal near saturation, and thus there is not as much room for improvement. The measurements
show that in the back-off region, where the default state is further from optimal, the ability of the system
to self-heal the PA increases. To evaluate the viability of the system over process variation, 20 chips were
measured, and histograms, showing operation at small signal and near the 1 dB compression point, are plotted
in Figure 7.14c.
The second algorithm to minimize the DC power while maintaining a desired output power is shown next.
Figure 7.15a shows the DC power consumption of 20 chips for various output power levels, with a histogram
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cross section of that plot for 12.5 dBm output power, near the 1 dB compression point, shown in Figure 7.15b.
Because the state is not changing, the DC power levels without self-healing for each chip are relatively flat
until the transistors really start to saturate and the power increases slightly. Once self-healing is turned on,
there is still high DC power required to achieve very high output powers, but once the desired output power
becomes even a couple dB below the saturated power, significant reduction in DC power consumption is
observed. The DC power required to produce 12.5 dBm output power sees a 47% reduction in average power
level over 20 chips, with a 78% decrease in the standard deviation between chips. This means that self-
healing is both improving the performance, and also making it much more consistent across chips than in the
default case. Once the power is near small signal levels, reductions of greater than 50% for every single chip
measured are achieved.




































Figure 7.15: (a) Self-healing to minimize DC power while maintaining specified output power for 20 chips,
with (b) a histogram when POUT=12.5 dBm.
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7.5.2 Self-Healing Under Load Mismatch
To imitate the effects of antenna load impedance mismatch, a focus microwaves mm-wave load tuner [114,
115] capable of producing loads within the 12-1 VSWR circle was used. When the measurement setup is
calibrated with the loss of the connecting cable and probe, it is capable of producing impedances at the probe
tips within the 4-1 VSWR circle. Because the RF power sensors are capable of detecting the power delivered
to the load regardless of its impedance, the algorithm does not need to determine what the load impedance is,
as long as it can optimize the desired performance metric. Measurements were taken by sweeping through
the achievable load impedances, and at each impedance running self-healing for each algorithm. The results
for the algorithm to maximize output power are presented as a contour plot on Smith charts before and after
self-healing in Figure 7.16. There is improvement across the entire 4-1 VSWR circle. For example the
15.5 dBm contour just barely shows up before healing, but occupies a large area of the Smith chart when
















Figure 7.16: Contours before and after self-healing for maximum output power under load impedance mis-
match.
To quantify self-healing for load impedance mismatch over process variation, 10 chips were measured,
and two histograms are plotted in Figure 7.17. The first is taken with a load impedance of 33 Ω, where the
output power is at a maximum, and the second is on the edge of the 4-1 VSWR circle at (23-44j) Ω.
The measurement results of the second algorithm to minimize DC power while maintaining a specified
power are shown on the two Smith charts in Figure 7.18. The specified output power was set to 12.5 dBm,
and the outermost contour of each plot shows the boundary where that power specification is met in each
case. Because there is only one actuation state without self-healing, the DC power level does not change with
the load impedance, but when self-healing is applied, substantial savings of up to 35% are achieved especially
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Figure 7.17: Histograms of 10 chips verify self-healing across multiple devices. One is near the optimum











Figure 7.18: Contours before and after self-healing for minimum DC power while maintaining a specified
12.5 dBm output power.
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near load impedances around 50 Ω, the impedance the match was designed for.
7.5.3 Power Amplifier Linearity Measurement
One reason that a linear PA was chosen for this design was to enable amplification of signals with non-
constant envelope modulation. To verify the linearity of the PA and its operation with non-constant envelope
modulation, the error vector magnitude (EVM) of a 100 ksps 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
signal was measured. A histogram of the 10 chips measured shows EVM when the PAs are outputting 12.5
dBm showing a reduction in the average value of the EVM from 5.9% down to 4.2% (Figure 7.19). The
improvement in the linearity after self-healing is attributed to being able to provide the same output power
without forcing the PA as far into saturation.











Figure 7.19: Histogram showing linearity improvement measuring the error vector magnitude (EVM) for 10
chips at 12.5 dBm output power and 100 ksps 16 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) before and after
self-healing.
7.5.4 Self-Healing Laser-Induced Transistor Failure
Partial or total transistor failure can be caused by aging, transistor stress such as from voltage spikes, or
other phenomenon. To show the self-healing system’s ability to heal for partial and total transistor failure, a
laser trimmer was used to blast away various parts of one of the output stage transistors. The output stage
was chosen as the transistors to cut, as they are the ones that are pushed closest to breakdown and are likely
going to be the first ones to fail. Only one of the two output stages was cut to cause a worst case scenario
from a mismatch standpoint. As a reference, the amplifier before any laser blasting is shown in Figure 7.20a.
Measurements taken in the default state and after healing for maximum output power with half of the common
source transistor cut out are plotted in Figure 7.20b. Figure 7.20c shows the results with and without self-
healing when half of the cascode stage was additionally cut out. Finally Figure 7.20d shows the results once
the entire output stage is blasted away. This means that the matching network that was expecting to have two
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similar drives at both inputs now has only a single input, and then a large stub where the other input used to
be, destroying the original match that was shown in Figure 7.20.
The default case at small signal loses 7.2 dB in output power from when the output stage is whole to
when it is completely cut out. 3 dB of that is due to having only one of the two output stages providing
power, but another 4.2 dB is caused by mismatch of the matching network. Once healing is applied, the
loss due to cutting out the output stage is only 3.3 dB, which when taking into account the 3 dB loss from
only having a single output stage means that the tunable matching network was able to heal back to the point
where there was only 0.3 dB additional loss from this catastrophic event. This is one of the very strong points
of self-healing, as under nominal conditions, where the default design is close to optimum, self-healing can
only possibly improve the circuit at most the deviation from the optimum, but in cases such as this where the
default falls far from the optimum point, and would normally register as a total failure of the entire circuit,
self-healing can provide very significant gains and keep the circuit operational even under these types of
extreme conditions. A die photo of the entire chip with closeup images before and after the laser blasting is
shown in Figure 7.21.
7.5.5 Yield Improvement and Performance Summary
In order to look at yield improvement, metrics and yield specifications must be defined. For this PA, the met-
rics are saturated output power, small signal gain, power added efficiency, and 4-1 VSWR tolerance, which
is defined in dB as the maximum output power falloff for any load impedance within the 4-1 VSWR circle
compared to the 50 Ω nominal load. Demonstrative yield specifications are set to show healing improvement
for saturated output power, small signal gain and power added efficiency at >15.5 dBm, >20 dB, and >6%
respectively, with self-healing resulting in a yield improvement from 20% to 90%, 20% to 100%, and 5% to
100% for each metric over 20 chips tested, and best achieved results of 16.5 dBm and 23.7 dB, and 7.2%
respectively. For 4-1 VSWR tolerance, the yield specification was set to <3 dB, resulting in a yield improve-
ment from 0% to 80% with self healing and a best achieved result of 2.28 dB over 10 chips measured. This
results in an aggregate yield improvement due to self healing from 0% to 80%.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no stand-alone integrated self-healing PA to compare with this
work. To do a fair comparison of this self-healing PA to other PAs without self-healing, additional data,
such as variation between multiple chips, tolerance to VSWR events, efficiency in the back-off region, and
amplifier operation in the case of transistor failure would be necessary and has not been reported in those
publications.
7.6 Conclusion
Self-healing can enable significant improvements in performance if a mm-wave design has become suscep-
tible to performance degradation caused by process or environmental variation. The effectiveness of the
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Figure 7.20: Schematic and layout location of laser trim points, and measurements before and after self-
healing for maximum output power at various stages of transistor failure due to laser blasting show more than
5 dB improvement when self-healing is used in the worst case scenario of an entire output stage failing.
































Figure 7.21: Chip photograph showing functional blocks, and closeup of the output stage before and after
laser cutting.
self-healing system is dependent on how far from optimal a non-healing design becomes. By programming
different algorithms into the digital core, the amplifier can become dynamic, and tradeoffs that traditionally
had to be made at the design level before fabrication can be adjusted based upon the current environment and
use case of the mm-wave circuit.
Self-healing enables aggressive mm-wave designs even in process nodes where process variation and
mismatch can cause significant variation in transistor operation. By using robust design to sense the perfor-
mance of the mm-wave circuit during the self-healing optimization process, the core mm-wave circuit can
take advantage of that aggressive design and push performance levels while maintaining yield. It is expected
that as the minimum feature size continues to decrease, process variation will continue to increase, and the
need for self-healing or other reconfigurable circuit techniques will increase.
Environmental variation can also be mitigated using self-healing. Variation in PA performance due to
load impedance mismatch caused by VSWR events can be handled by making the output matching network
tunable, so that the output amplifier stages still see their optimum impedance for maximum output power.
Transistor degradation and failure due to effects such as aging can also be counteracted by adjustment of
the DC operation point of the transistors and by adjusting the matching networks as the optimal impedances
change.
A 28 GHz power amplifier was presented as a case study of how such an integrated self-healing PA could
be implemented. Measurements of multiple chips demonstrate the viability of an integrated self-healing sys-
tem that requires no external calibration of any kind. Integrating the sensors, actuators, digital algorithm
and data converters on a single chip allows for a completely automated healing system that improves aggre-
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gate yield from several performance specifications from 0% up to 80%, while healing for process variation,
mismatch, load impedance mismatch, and partial and total transistor failure.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis has advanced the state of the art in both integrated radiators as well as reliable power genera-
tion. The concept of multi-port driven (MPD) radiators was introduced, opening up an entirely new design
space that takes advantage of the free transistors and connections that are available when the antenna is inte-
grated onto the same substrate as the driver circuitry. By placing transistors next to the antennas themselves,
and driving them at several ports, an MPD radiator can eliminate several lossy blocks including those for
impedance matching, power transfer, and power combination. A proof of concept 160 GHz 8-spoke radial
MPD radiator was analyzed, designed, fabricated and measured. The analysis gave insights into the impor-
tant design parameters of the radial MPD antenna, and showed the reason for the wide-band nature of the
structure. The fabricated chip was measured to have a +4.6 dBm effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP),
with 0.63 mW total radiated power at 161 GHz, and closely matched simulations. This EIRP and output
power were the highest EIRP per element and highest radiated power of any reported integrated radiator on
silicon without external modifications at the time of its publication.
The radial MPD concept was expanded to include dynamic polarization control (DPC), which enables
one or more antennas to dynamically adjust their radiated polarization entirely electronically, without any
mechanical reconfiguration. This can enable a single transmitter to transmit to any receive antenna regardless
of its polarization or orientation in space, and can even track the polarization of that receive antenna as it
moves, always maintaing a polarization match that enables the strongest possible coupling between antennas.
DPC can even be used to modulate the radiated signal’s polarization, providing a way to have up to 4-
dimensional data transfer that cannot be fully detected by a receive antenna with only a single polarization. A
2x1 radial MPD array with DPC at 105 GHz was designed, fabricated and measured. When producing linear
polarization, the polarization angle was able to be set to any value in the full range from 0◦ though 180◦ while
maintaining an axial ratio above 10dB. Control of the axial ratio was also demonstrated, and ratios between
2.4 dB through 14 dB were shown while keeping the polarization angle constant. The array is capable of
beam steering, and has a measured EIRP of 7.8 dBm and 0.9 mW total radiated power, which is currently
the highest EIRP per element and total radiated power of any reported integrated radiator on silicon without
external modifications.
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The concept of the MPD antenna was also implemented in a silicon photonics process and replaced the
driver transistor circuitry with silicon optical waveguides and photodiodes. By beaming two lasers with
slightly different frequencies, THz signals at 350 GHz can be produced, and fed into MPD antennas on the
substrate. A key benefit of producing the THz signal this way is that the silicon optical waveguides that input
the signal and the metal antennas that output the signal are independent from each other and do not couple,
making the design of the input distribution much simpler than in the all-electronic versions. Three versions
of 2x2 optical MPD radiator arrays have been designed, one that does beam forming, one that does beam
steering, and one that does DPC. They have simulated gains of 12.1 dBi for the first two chips and 11.9 dBi
for the third chip, and simulated EIRPs of -2 dBm and -3 dBm respectively.
Self-healing was also used in two designs to improve the reliability of the radiation and power generation.
First, a partially integrated self-healing MPD radiator was shown that uses substrate mode pickup sensors
to infer the far field radiation of the chip, and DC current sensors to sense the DC power consumption. If
performance degradation is observed, the system is designed to actuate the amplitudes and phases of the
driver stages to rectify any issues and return the performance to the optimal state.
A fully-integrated and measured self-healing power amplifier (PA) system at 28 GHz was also presented.
It uses DC current, radio frequency (RF) power, and thermal sensors to detect the output power, gain and
efficiency of the PA, and sends that data to a digital core that is implemented on-chip. The core runs an
optimization algorithm that can then actuate the PA by tuning the output power combining matching network
through tunable transmission line stubs, or by adjusting the DC operating points of the amplifying stages
through bias control of both the common source and cascode transistors. Healing was shown for variation
in process, transistor mismatch for 20 measured chips, showing greater than 50% savings in DC power
consumption at back off, and a significant decrease in variation between chips, as well as load impedance
mismatch and linearity for 10 measured chips. Healing was even shown in the case of laser-induced partial
and total transistor failure, and improvements of up to 3.9 dB in output power were observed. A representative
yield specification was set, and the yield was improved from 0% up to 80%.
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Appendix A
Mapping Current on a Plane to
Broadside Far-Field Electric Field
This appendix will derive from Maxwell’s equations an equation that will map the currents on a plane to the
broadside electric field in the far field. The first part of the analysis follows the one found in [1], and then
approximations based upon the specific environment of mapping broadside radiation from currents on a plane
are made to simplify the final equation that is used as the starting point for the analysis in Chapter 3 to gain
intuition for how to design on chip-antennas.
A.1 General Mapping of Currents to Electric Fields in the Far Field
The first set of equations to derive are a mapping from electric currents on a plane (chip) to electric fields in
the far-field at an angle normal to the plane containing the currents. Start with Maxwell’s equations:












We are interested in time-harmonic fields that take the form
F(t) = F0e
jωtuˆ (A.1.4)
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and can rewrite equation A.1.2 as
∇×E = −jωB. (A.1.6)
Because the divergence of B = 0, and we are considering linear homogeneous materials, there exists fields
H and A, such that
B = µH = ∇×A. (A.1.7)
Thus
∇×E = −jω∇×A, (A.1.8)
and
∇× [E+ jωA] = 0. (A.1.9)
Using (A.1.9) and the vector identity
∇× (−∇φe) = 0, (A.1.10)
there exists φe such that
E = −∇φe − jωA. (A.1.11)
Taking the curl of both sides of (A.1.7) yields
∇× µH = ∇×∇×A, (A.1.12)
and with the vector identity
∇×∇×A = ∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A (A.1.13)
and the fact that the medium is homogeneous,
µ∇×H = ∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A. (A.1.14)
Using (A.1.3), time-harmonic fields, and homogeneous materials,
∇×H = J+ jωE (A.1.15)
and thus
µJ+ jωµE = ∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A. (A.1.16)
Then, inserting (A.1.11), we get
µJ+ jωµ(−∇φe − jωA) = ∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A. (A.1.17)
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Next, define k such that k2 = ω2µ, and rearranging terms yields
∇2A+ k2A = −µJ+∇(∇ ·A+ jωµφe) (A.1.18)
To simplify the right side of the equation, we will now define φe to make
∇ ·A = −jωµφe, (A.1.19)
or




∇2A+ k2A = −µJ. (A.1.21)
Also, (A.1.11) now reduces to








With equation A.1.21, we can start with a current density, and integrate to find A, then with equations
A.1.22 and A.1.23, we can take derivitives of A to find E and H.
A.2 Solution for Point Sources
Next, we will solve out equations A.1.21 - A.1.23 for a point source, where a current density Jz is located at
the origin and points along the z-axis. Thus
∇2Az + k2Az = −µJz (A.2.1)
at the origin, and at points away from the origin, Jz = 0, so
∇2Az + k2Az = 0 (A.2.2)
away from the origin.
Since it is a point source, Az will only be a function of r, and not direction (θ or φ), so we can write









+ k2Az(r) = 0 (A.2.3)









+ k2Az(r) = 0 (A.2.4)










We want the solution with outwardly traveling wave (Az = Az1). Also we notice that the static case
(ω = 0) Az = C1r , so we can solve the static case, and then multiply by e
−jkr.
Thus
∇2Az = −µJz (A.2.7)
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A.3 Far-Field Approximation
Starting with the general form of A
A = Ar(r, θ, φ)uˆr +Aθ(r, θ, φ)uˆθ +Aφ(r, θ, φ)uˆφ (A.3.1)
If we are far enough away from the source, all of the 1/rn terms where n > 1 decay become negligible
compared to n=1, and no terms can exist for n¡1 as it violates conservation of energy. Thus we can conclude
that A will decay by 1/r in the far field, and will only have the phase shift e−jkr found in (A.2.12), leading
to








and to solve equation A.1.22, we first calculate the∇(∇ ·A),
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(sin θA′θ(θ, φ)) uˆφ
(A.3.6)








































































Plugging equations A.3.5,A.3.7 and A.3.9 back into equation A.3.3, we see




and plugging that into (A.1.22) yields
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A.4 Solving the broadside, far-field radiation from currents on a plane.
Next, A.2.12 and A.3.11 are combined and simplified as we are considering the broadside radiation produced
by currents all contained within a plane, such as radiation from an integrated circuit, or printed circuit board
(PCB). The first assumption made is that is that the currents are on wires that are all in the same plane, so
the volumetric integral becomes a line integral. Second, we will assume that for broadside radiation, the
observation point is far enough away that the observation distance r=R0 is constant across the current plane,
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Appendix B
Calculation of Polarization Ratio
All far-field electric fields can be represented with elliptical polarizations, with the two extreme cases of lin-
ear and circular polarization being the special cases when the length minor axis of the ellipse is 0 or equal
to the length of the major axis respectively. This elliptical polarization can be expressed as the sum of two
orthogonal polarizations, for example with linearly polarized fields Ex and Ey. Similarly, circular polariza-
tionsECW andECCW, the electric fields in the clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) polarizations
respectively, form an orthogonal basis, which means that any far-field electric field can be broken down into a
CW and CCW component. The polarization ratio is defined as the ratio of the magnitude of the electric field
in the CW polarization divided by the magnitude of the electric field in the CCW polarization. This means
that fields with polarization ratios near 0 are CCW circularly polarized, ratios near 1 are linearly polarized,
and ratios much greater than 1 are CW circularly polarized. Thus any far-field electric field can be written as
ETotal = ECW +ECCW (B.0.1)
with phasors ECW and ECCW defined as
ECW = ACW (uˆx′ + juˆy′) (B.0.2)
ECCW = ACCW (uˆx′ − juˆy′) (B.0.3)
for some cartesian coordinates uˆx′ and uˆy′ (Fig. B.0.1), and phasor reference time t′ such that the time of
the maximum instantaneous magnitude of the electric field when ECW and ECCW add occurs at phases
0 and pi and is pointed in the uˆx′ direction for phase 0. This also implies that the minimum magnitude of
the field when ECW and ECW subtract occur at a phase pi/2 and 3pi/2 and will point in the positive or
negative uˆy′ direction, depending on the relative values of ACW and ACCW . Thus the polarization ratio is
just ACW /ACCW .






Figure B.0.1: Polarization diagram of a general electric field showing the change of coordinates from X and
Y to X’ and Y ’ aligned on the major and minor axes respectively.
The fields can also be written as a sum of linearly polarized phasor fields, Ex′ and Ey′ as
Ex′ = (ACW +ACCW )uˆx′ , and (B.0.4)
Ey′ = j(ACW −ACCW )uˆy′ . (B.0.5)
The linearly polarized receive antenna measures the linearly polarized projection of the electric field onto
its major axis. By rotating the chip around the broadside axis, the receive antenna picks up the linearly
polarized projection of the electric field at every angle. The maximum power received corresponds to the
antenna aligning with the uˆx′ direction while the minimum corresponds to the antenna aligning with the uˆy′
direction. Those maximum and minimum received powers, Px′ and Py′ are proportional to the square of the






(ACW −ACCW )2 . (B.0.6)
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Appendix C
Tunable Transmission Lines
The ability to tune a passive matching network after fabrication can enable significant increases in perfor-
mance and can combat degradation due to many factors including process variation, mismatch, aging effects
and environmental variations such as load mismatch, to name a few. One possible way to tune a matching
network is to tune the parameters of the transmission lines themselves.
A physical transmission line on an integrated circuit (IC) can be modeled well by its intrinsic impedance
(Z0, in Ω), its effective dielectric constant (e), its physical length (d, inm), and its attenuation (A, in dB/m).
Another parameter that is often used is the dielectric loss tangent (TanD), though for transmission lines on
integrated circuits, the attenuation is the overwhelming source of loss in the circuit, and the TanD is neglected.
The goal of the design is to minimize the loss, so the attenuation will always be kept to a minimum. This
means that actuators can be designed to tune Z0, e, and d. Tuning of the physical length is performance
prohibitive for series lines, and tuning of the lengths of the stubs is discussed in detail in Chapter 7. This
appendix will focus on ways to tune the other two parameters of the transmission lines, Z0 and e.












where 0 is the free space dielectric constant of 8.85 × 10−12F/m and µ is the permeability of the mate-
rial. For the dielectrics within the scope of this chapter employed on standard IC processes, is equal to the
permeability of free space of 4pi × 10−7fracV sAm.
This means that if we can independently control the inductance and capacitance of the transmission line,
we can control both the intrinsic impedance and the effective dielectric constant independently.
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C.1 Inductance Tuning of Transmission Lines
The inductance of a transmission line is heavily dependent on the distance between the signal current and
its return path. By forcing the return current farther away, the inductance is increased, while allowing the
current to return closer to the signal will decrease that current. This is the principle behind slotted slow
wave transmission lines, where the return current of a micro-strip line is forced by slots in the ground plane
to travel further from the signal than a normal micro-strip, while the capacitance is maintained by strips of
metal between the slots. This has the effect of increasing the inductance while maintaining the capacitance,
which from Equation C.0.2, increases the effective dielectric constant. We also can see from Equation C.0.1
that it will change the intrinsic impedance of the line, but in general it is easier to modify the impedance of
the line as it is based on its physical dimensions, whereas the dielectric constant is a material property.
Figure C.1.1: 3D cartoon of the tunable slow wave transmission line, where slots in the ground plane force
the return current to run through the side grounds unless switches within the slots are shorted, enabling the
return current to flow directly below the signal line.
One possible way to make the inductance of the transmission line tunable is to utilize a slotted slow wave
transmission line, but to put digital switches between the slots that, when on, allow the current to flow like
a normal microstrip line, but that when off, switch the transmission line into a slow wave transmission line,
shown in Figure C.1.1. This is a tricky proposition, as the opposite sides of the digital switch are both hooked
up to the ground plane, so the switch needs to provide a lower impedance short circuit when on than the metal
path does going around the slot. The physical size of the transistor switch cannot be larger than the slot itself,
or the metal resistances and inductances routing to the transistor will be larger than the path going around
the slot. Thus, transistors are chosen to entirely fill the physical size of the slot, yielding the least inductance
and resistance when the switch is on. By switching on different numbers of transistors, various slots can be
shorted out, and thus various inductance values can be achieved.
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C.2 Capacitance Tuning of Transmission Lines
The capacitance of a transmission line is shunt capacitance; that is, it is a capacitance between the signal
and ground that is distributed along the length of the line. To tune the value of this capacitance, additional
capacitors can be switched in along the line. It is important that the capacitors be separated so that the
bulk of the return current flows through the same path regardless of the capacitor tuning value, and thus the
inductance remains relatively unchanged.
One way of adding this capacitance is to add large capacitors that tap the transmission line at evenly
spaced points at large intervals down the line. This can be useful as the inductance of the tap line reduces
the self-resonant frequency of the shunt capacitor, so if that inductance is fixed, larger capacitors will have
higher self-resonance frequencies. However, the bulk of this inductance is because these capacitors are placed
outside of the transmission line itself, and thus can be reduced greatly by placing the capacitors within the
transmission line itself. This means that the transistors must be smaller, and to get the same tuning range,
must be placed near each other.
In a microstrip line, the capacitance can be modified by switching islands of metal that are between
the signal and the ground lines to the ground connection as shown in Figure C.2.1. This locally increases the
capacitance, but because the islands on the middle metal layer are not connected, the bulk of the return current
still flows through the lower ground metal, maintaining the inductance. Similar to the tunable inductance case,
different numbers of capacitors can be switched on, and thus various distributed capacitances along the line
can be achieved.
Figure C.2.1: 3-D rendering of the tunable capacitance transmission line, where islands of floating metal
within the transmission line can be switched in to modify the distributed capacitance on the line.
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Both of these methods are compatible with each other, and when combined, can offer two-dimensional
tuning of both the capacitance and inductance of a transmission line.
C.3 Tunable Transmission Line Test Structures
Test structures of the tunable transmission lines were created in both a 65 nm bulk CMOS as well as a 45
nm SOI CMOS process. In the case of the 65 nm CMOS process, both inductance and capacitance tuning
transmission lines are implemented. The lines are ’tub’ type hybrid coplaner/microstrip lines, that either have
a switchable slotted slow wave transmission line for inductance tuning, or switchable metal islands between
the signal and ground lines for capacitance tuning. The lower ground is implemented on the 1st and 2nd
metal layers, with the signal on the 9th (top) metal layer.
The capacitors are implemented half way between the signal and ground lines on the 7th metal layer,
They are attached to the drain of a 20 µm width, minimum length transistor, whose source is tied to the local
ground, and gate is controlled by the tuning line. The layout for these test structures is shown in Figure C.3.1.
Figure C.3.1: Layout of the tunable transmission line test structure block, with calibration structures at the
top, and the tunable transmission lines in the middle, and digital shift registers to control the transmission
lines at the bottom.
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A second set of capacitive tuning transmission line test structures are implemented in 45 nm SOI CMOS
process. These lines are 8k µm wide, with a space between the signal and ground of 10 µm. The capacitor
islands are 8 µm by 18 µm, placed every 20 µm, and switched to ground with a 2q width minimum length
transistor. A layout of the tunable capacitance transmission line test structure is shown in Figure. C.3.2
Figure C.3.2: Layout of the 1.1 mm tunable capacitance transmission line test structure. The digital switches
are controlled by 8 address blocks that are located next to the transmission line.
The lines are probed from 100 MHz through 110 GHz, and attached to a network analyzer to measure
the 2 port S parameters. These S parameter files are then put into Agilent’s Advance Design System (ADS)
software, and a fit to a transmission line model is made. This model allows for a fitting of intrinsic impedance,
dielectric constant, and attenuation. The length of the line is fixed at the actual physical length.
For the capacitive case, as more switches are turned on, the capacitance increases, and for the inductive
case, as more switches are turned on, the inductance will decrease. Figure C.3.3 shows measurements of the
intrinsic impedance of the three transmission lines against the percentage of switches turned on. This shows
that the intrinsic impedance will go down as the number of switches turned on increases in both cases, as can
be seen in the plot. The effective dielectric constant, however, is proportional to both L and C, so as a higher
percentage of switches turns on, the dielectric constant goes down for inductive tuning, and up for capacitive
tuning. This can be seen in the measurement results in Figure C.3.4. The tuning range of the impedance is
up to 15%, and the dielectric constant can be tuned by up to 30%.
Lastly, the attenuation must be discussed. Transistor switches are not ideal and thus inherently have loss
in the switches. In the case of the 65 nm bulk CMOS process, the loss increases from around 600 dB/m to
over 1200 dB/m at 28 GHz in both tuning cases. For the 45nm SOI CMOS process, the loss increased from
730 dB/m to 1450 dB/m. As part of an output power combining matching network, this type of increase in
attenuation is unacceptable, so while reasonable tuning of both the inductance and capacitance is shown, the
cost in attenuation is prohibitive, and this type of transmission line tuning was omitted from the final design
of the self-healing power amplifier.
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Figure C.3.3: Measured transmission line impedance as a function of the number of switches turned on for
the three tunable transmission line test structures.
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Figure C.3.4: Measured effective dielectric constant as a function of the number of switches turned on for the
three tunable transmission line test structures.
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